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'The Mexican' mixes movie styles

200 1

This movie is entertaining if you are not fixed on the idea
that a movie must be either a comedy or serious and can
just go along with its various transformations.

ISSUE 1016

A

See page 6
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Senate decides
to renumber all
UMSL courses '

"Know you're right••• "

INSIDE

BY JOSH RENAUD

senior editor
The Faculty Senate voted last
Tuesday to approve a plan to renumber
all courses offered at UMSL. The plan
passed with a few dissents.
The proposal was developed by the
Senate Curriculum and Instruction
Committee and was first presented to
the Senate at its Febmary meeting by
committee chair David Ganz.
Under the new system, each tier of
loo course numbers would meet particular criteria. Every campus department would renumber their courses so
that they conform to that criteria.
The new system is supposed to be
more logical and might help students
who are transfening from community
colleges to UMSL.
"We've been told ... that some
schools have trouble understanding
our [present] numbering system," said
Ganz. "TI.lis would send a clearer message, especially to cOlnmunity colleges."
Facility offered a wide range of
opinions during discussion. Some
were admantly opposed to the idea,
saying it would '"replace a small
headache with a big headache." Others

•Saints' prayer for
victory denied by
tennis Rivermen

~\

The UMSL men's tennis team
won six singles matches and
three doubles bouts en route to
a 9-0 victory over Maryville
University. It was the team's
second consecutive victory and
its first shut-out of the year.

... See page 5
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UMSL to run South

Cam:PUS U~Mart
.-

BY TIM T ttOMPSON
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Slaff Ii riler
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Re~;dence hall students are
now ble 0 use thei r meal
plans at t he U-Mart on Smlth
Campus, thanks to lJMSL administrators.
On March 1, UMSL purchased
the U-Mart from Campus-C~ Stores, a nation-wide retailer
based in San Diego, Calif. The
chain suffered some serious
cash-n ow problems, forcing
them to back out of their contract. The store will now be
operated in conjunction with
Food Service Consultants, a pri vate vending firm on campus.
Jill Fletcher, the U-Mart
store manager, believes that
the new set-up provides an
excellent opportunity for the
students living on campus.
"The store is now fully
stocked and has a variety of
food items including hot dogs,
nachos, soup, chili, salads,
pretzels, andl sandwiches, "
R etcher said. '''We also make
... fresh sandwiches for the students. "
This is only scratching the
surface, though. According to
Fletcher, students can also purchase Iilealth and beauty products as w ell.
The U-Mart is not new to
UMSL. Located at the end of
Marillac Hall in the Optometry
building on South Campus, it
has served IUMSL students for
more than filve years.
"The whoi.e concept was formulated by Reinhard Schuster
[vice chancellor for
4tAdministrative Services}. He
thought it would be a good idea
to have a little market near the
[University): Meadows and the
dorms," said (,loria Schultz,
director of Auxiliary Services.
For those students interested
in checking out what the UMart has to offer, tts hours of
operation are: Monday through
Thursday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. , and
Fridays 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Too many courses in
Bulletin are rarely
MoDOT tears up Florissant Rd. offered, students say
•
to tmprove campus entrance
k

BY RHASHAD PITTM AN

staff writer
BY STEVE VALKO
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As an UMSL seluor who's been
here all four years, Kendra Ballard, a
communications major, ha, some concems regarding course scheduling that
may affect current and in-coming students.
Ballard thinks that students who
aren't familiar with the difference in
the number of courses offered versus
the number of c1a~ses in the
University's bulletin may be in for a
quite a surplise.
"When they get here, it's not what
they think if they look at the bulletin
compared to the class schedule," she

staff II rirer
On Florissant Rd., construction
workers are increasing road safety
and giving UMSL an aesthetic
makeover.
The project to realign 1-70 and
Florissant Rd. has inconvenienced
some drivers. but MoDOT is working to keep things on schedule.
The agreement with the contracted firm, Fred Weber Inc., states that
the three lanes in either direction of 170 will be open by the end of 2002,
and all construction will be completed by the middle of 2oo3, said Lee
Hillner MoDOT project manager of
the 1-10 construction jobs.
''The reason for [the deadlines] is
so we can start work on other areas,
specifically Highway 40," said
Hillner.
MoDOT is working on Florissant
Rd. to correct the problem areas that
exist through the Cool Valley section,
according to Hillner.
"It has a pretty sharp curve, a pretty good hill, and it's pretty ,,,,indy
through there. We're going to
straighten and flatten [FlOlissant
Rd.]," said Hillner.
Until that time, n-affic will continue to be difficult for UMSL students
on 1-70 coming from I-270, noted

said.

A roner sits idle near Florissant Rd. Construction equipment has
become a common sight to student drivers recently since MoDOT
began its massive 1-70 realignment project.

Sam Darandari, director of Campus
Planning and Constmction.
""We encourage commuters to use
Natural Bridge Rei and [interstate)
170 access," said Darandari
Darandari also noted that once the
project is finished, students would
have direct access to UMSL from 1-

70.
In its effort to reconfigure the
Florissant Rd., 1-70 interchange,

MoDOT discovered that its plans
would require the use of UMSL
property. While negotiating with the
University to acquire the land,
MoDOT found out about a goal that
UMSL ,,,ould like to accompli~h
with the land.
"[UMSL] really wanted to
enhance [the interchange] and make
see W ORK, page 10

In the 200012001 UMSL Bulletin,
67 undergraduate communications
courses, including praticurns, intemships, and seminars, are listed, yet only
47 of those have been offered during
this past fall, CWTent wi nter, alld
upcoming surruner sessions. Other
department, face the same circumstance. For instance, 32 climinology
and criminal justice courses al·e listed
in thi s yeal·'s Bulletin, but only 23 are
offered for the entire school year.
"The bulletin needs to be updated
and edited seriously,'· says David
Young, dean of the College of Ai1s and
Sciences.
Young says that it is up to each
department to decide what courses are

being offered in the Bulletin. And
although each depaltment updates the
Bulletin yearly. most unavailable
courses remain listed, he said.
Usually a faculty member leaves or
retire from the University which
causes a cla,s to be left by the wayside
because that instructor wa~ the only
one to teach it, Young aid. Unless
they retum or the University finds
someone else to replace them, the
course usually remains unavailable for
students, he added.
Currently, the Office of Academic
Affairs is doing a "complete revision"
of the Bulletin to make it more informative, Young pointed out. But once
again, he reiterated, course offerings
arc left up to each depal1ment.
"Departments are reluctant to take
a course off the books unless they
don 't think tllcy're going to ever offer
it again. It's so hard to put them back

The whole procedure of removing
courses from the bulletin is a fairly
long process that could take up to a
year, Young said, because it has to be
approved at so many levels.
First, the depanment has to agree
on which cow-ses should be removed
and approve them, he said. Then the
college and University have to
approve the removals as welL
"It's a fairly elaborate process,"
Young said, adding that even so, some
courses are removed each year.

Officia ls try to increase MSC accessibility
BY DALILA WAHEED
..... ... ......... ....

.......

'-"

special to Tbe Current

BuUetin Board

see SENATE, p aRe 10

"To those who say women can't do it all, I say women have always done it all," said Sen. Jean
Camahan. Carnahan spoke about the perserverance and detennination of w omen In the pursuit of women's equality at an event held by the Sue Sh ear Institute for Women in Public Life
on Saturday. Read the whole story on page 3.
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expressed concern about implementation of the proposal, saying it would
confuse any students who were
enrolled for many years or who took
classes at UMSL before the change
and then came back to take more cla.<;ses afterward. Still others praised the
cow·se renumbering plan, saying it
was a good idea that should have been
enacted 15 years ago.
Another issue that generated discussion at the meeting was UMSL's
budgetary situation.
In his report, Senate chair
Lawrence Barton said he brought up
that issue at the last Inter-Facility
Council meeting and received little
sympathy from UM System President
Manuel Pacheco.
B arton said he made three points:
UMSL's unique problem of having to
reallocate money to fund salary
increases and other initiatives; the
unfaimess of treating illvlSL the same
as the other 3 campw;es when it comes
to reallocation, but not when it comes
to funding; and that according to
Chancellor Blanche TouhiIl's book
'The Emerging University," most of
UMSL's early chancellors left after the

The Millenniwn Student Center
accessible to disabled students over
the next few weeks and in dle future,
as Building Operations considers
improvements requested by Disability
Access Services.
Braille restroom signs will be
installed in the Student Center this
week, said Bemard Diggs, manager of
Building Operations.
Marilyn
Ditto,
director of
Disability Access Services and
Student Support Services, collaborated with a few counselors from
Students Taking Advantage of

ResoW"ces Services and together they
created a proposal for clearer pathways in the Nosh alld striping on escalator stairs to assist visuall y impaired
students. Ditto sent the proposal to
Building Operations three weeks ago.
"It is difficult for blind and deaf
people to wind through the tables in
The Nosh," said student Chris Tisdal.
TIsdal proxied for Arts and Sciences
representative Bob Miller at the March
6 SGA meeting and spoke of the inaccessibility on campus.
"Seeing-eye dogs are trained.
There needs to be a consistent path of
travel for them," said Patricia Hall,
counselor with STA.R.S. "The same
thing for people with mobility

devices"
"I can understand where that would
be a problem, '" said Diggs. "One of the
problems is there is a definite floor
plan for The Nosh ... but student~ move
tables.
"Marilyn Ditto proposed that we
come up with some different floor textures and pathways,"' said Diggs. "We
would totally have to alter the floor
[and] pull off sections of c.arpet and
put vinyl tile in there, and that way
people would know that tables are not
supposed to be in those areas"
Building designers have gotten
bids on the cost of the improvements ,
said Diggs.
'We need to sit do'""n and look at

the estimates [this week]," said Diggs.
There are many other accessibility
issues that need to be addressed on
camp us.
"I think I've noticed for myself, I
use a scooter," said Hall. "I' ve noticed
that some of the doors to some of the
offices are not always open . So that
necessitates having to open the door.
111at's something each department can
look at-getting a door opener or
being available to open the door. "
There do not seem to be any electric doors by the Bookstore or Aroma's
Bakery, said Tisdal.
TIsdal said that one day he was
standing at the door near Aroma's and
had to assist a disabled gentleman into

the bUilding.
"If it wouldn't have been for me
standing there, a halldicapped gentleman wouldn 't have gotten in." said
Tisdal.
Tisdal spoke to Diggs about the
lack of braille signs on the bathrooms.
' That should have been a part of
the original plan," said Diggs.
Miller is organizing a srudent committee to address accessibility problems. This conmuttee will present
such issues to the University, said
Tisdal.
It is important that students become
informed about these issues, Hall said,
in order to be more conscious of accessibility.
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Bulletin Board
Tuesday, March 20

Wednesday, March 21

.On-Campus Interviews will be held at
327 Millennium Student Center. It is a
free all-day event. Students must be
registered with Career Services. Please
call 516-5111 for more information.

.Forum-"Enhancing St. Louis:
What Is Philanthropy's Policy?"
presented at the Millennium Student
Center, Century Room C (3rd floor), from
4 p.m. to 5:30 p_m. For details, call 5165273.

Put it on the Board:

·Catholic Mass will be held at the Catholic
Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at 8200
Natural Bridge Road, located across
from the West Drive entrance to North
Campus. For more information, call
385-3455.
·A Festival of German Music is organized
from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at Florissant
Civic Center Theatre. Free. Call Larry
Marsch at 516-6620 for details.

-Meeting for OUT-UMSL's Lesbian,
Bisexual, Gay, and Transgendered
Alliance-in Room 385 at the
Millennium Center, Student
Organization, from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Call Mathew at 516·5013 or at 636230-7483.
• Rec Sports Registration Deadline
Floor Hockey Leagues are now forming-men's and coed teams. All equipment is provided. Games are played
Wednesday evenings at the Mark
Twain Gym beginning April 4_ Sign up
today in the Rec Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain.
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• Looking for a Bible Study
Non-denominational Bible Study meets
in Room 313 of the Millennium Student
Center, from 11 a. m. to noon. There is
also a meeting on Wednesdays from
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Bring your
lunch. For details, call 516-6901.
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Politics of Representation" will be
held at 200 F. Elliot Hall, Washington
University, from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Free. For more information, call 5165801_

.Soup with Sister 12:05 p.m. at the
Catholic Newman Center, 8200
Natural Bridge, across from the
West Drive entrance to North
Campus. For more information,
call 385-3455 .

Prod. Associate
Dave Kinworthy • Sports Editor
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Marquis·Homeyer
Erik Buschardt • Web Editor

Zarina • Business Associate
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Thursday, March 22

Maggie Matthews· Ad Representative
Charlene Hoskins • Ad Representative

Sunday, March 25

.Pre-Performance Sousa Concert will
be held at the J. C. Penney Lobby
from 7 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. The event
continues on Friday and Saturday at
the same time and place. Free. For
details, call 516-5980.

.Catholic Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at 7:30 p.m.

Candace Mangin • Prod .-wociate

Mutswni Igarashi - Pboto Associate
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Copy Edilor
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."EI Captain" Musical will be performed from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
at the J. C. Penney Auditorium. The
event continues on Friday and
Saturday at the same time and place.
Free. For information, call 516-5818.

Friday, March 23
• Lecture: "Black Aesthetics and

.Monday Noon Series
"Archeology: A Study in Self DiscoveryAn Artist's Slide Talk" will be presented by Ron Fondaw, an art teacher at
Washington University. His work is
exhibited in Gallery 210 from March 8
to April 6. The event is held at 229 J.
C. Penney Building, from noon to 1
p.m. Call Karen Lucas at 516-5699 .
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THE CAIVIPUS CRIIVIELINE

campus:

March 9, 2001
Optometry staff reported that on
3/1/01 an employee was terminated
and refused to surrender a University
key and identification.
March 10, 2001
The terminated Optometry employee
surrendered the University key and
identification_

March 12, 2001
At 10:40 a.m., a vehicle parked on the
third level of Garage "P" was found to
have a counterfeit student parking permit
on the rear window. The student surrendered the parking pennit. The incident
will be referred to the Student Affairs
Office.
March 13, 2001

At 10: 35 a. m., a vehicle parked on the lot
"E" was found to have a counterfeit student parking permit on the rear window.
The student surrendered the parking permit. The incident will be referred to the
Student Affairs.

March 14, 2001
A student reported that his Winter 2001
parking pennit was stolen from his vehi-

cle, while parked on Lot "E" between
1/22101 at 10a.m. and 1/31/01 at6p.m.

March 15, 2001
A student reported that her Winter 2001
parking permit was stolen from her vehicle on 3/14/01 between 4 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. At the time of the theft, the student's vehicle was parked on the fourth
floor of Parking Garage "P."

The Campus CrimeLine IS a free sen'ice pml'irferf brIbe I ]/·5/. Lollis Po/iLl! O"/,lII1111l!111/(, pl'OII/O/1! sa/ell' Ibmllgb (//rm7.!Iles.~.

WANT SOM E
EASY M ONEY?

The Current has an open i ng for a Distribution Manager. If you are free

388 Millennium Student Center
email:

cu)'rent@jillx.u1IIsl.edu
website:

iJltp:l/ww1l'.liJecun-entol1line.colJ/
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MCMA

on Monday afternoons and you have a truck, th is cou Id be the perfect
job for you. For more details, call The Current at 516-5174.

U

iii Center For Eye Care

•

" . Meeting your needs for:
* PrimarY Eve Care
* Wide Selection of frames & glasses

=---=--"

':' Contact Lenses
", Eye Health Services

':' Pediatric Vision Services
" Binocular Vision Services

Located in Marillac Hall on South Campus. Call 516 - 5131 for appointment

Special Rates for all UM - St. Louis faculey, staff, and students
http://.,v\vw.umsl.edu/divisions/optometly/

".

Pregnant?

Bring your

~~?aU

teaching degree to

In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CaITeach or visit our website at www.calteach.com.

AIRPORT BILLIARDS
4454 WOODSON ROAD

428-2200
"WHY PLAY ANYWHERE ELSE?"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Pool, Darts. Video, Pinball
Ladies $4.80 with Escort
9 Foot and 7 Foot Tables
Cold Beer
Pizza, Sandwiches, Hot Dogs
Fountain Drinks
Great Music
Coffee & Ice Tea
Pool & Dart Leagues
Instruction
Table & Cue Repair

• Competitive starting salaries and benefits
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
• Housing and cost of living incentives
• Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery
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1 FREE PIZZA

I,
WIlli PURCHASE OF ONE HOUR POOL TIME ($6.00)
.
L _________________________
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motivating UMSL
BY EMILY UMBRlGHT

staff writer

..,
!

Sen. Jean Carnahan delivered an
inspiring speech in behalf of all
women at UMSL on Saturday,
March 17, in an event sponsored by
the Sue Shear Institute for Women in
Public Life.
Carnahan opened by paying
homage to the late Shear's involvement with public life. Depicting
Shear as a "modest role model," she
said that Sbear made the leap from
homemaker to politician after seeing
too much injustice, inhumanity, and
discrimination in the world. At age
54, Shear was elected into the
General Assembly as a fighter for
the people, and continued to hold
. that position for 26 years. Shear
poses as a role model for every-day
women who struggle to overcome
barriers that may prevent them from
putting forward an active voice in
official decisions that effect them.
Carnahan pointed out that
women from the beginning have
always had to maintain their traditional roles in addition to organizing
their freedom.
"To those who say women can't
do it all," Carnahan said, "I say
women have always done it all ."
Drawing on the likes of Harriet
Tubman, Susan B. Anthony, and
Elizabeth
Stanton,
Carnahan
exposed the dual faces that leaders
of the women's rights movement
were forced to put on. Whether it
was transporting slaves across the
Underground Railroad, or chanting

Maggie Matthews! n,~ Currelll

Blanche Touhill, UMSL's second female chancellor, poses for a picture with Sen. Jean Carnahan
after Carnahan'S speech Saturday.

"Votes for Women," these women
fought for the rights of humanity
around kitchen tables with babies in
their arms. They were, as Carnahan
declared, "women in the battle for
freedom and justice-they got out
and fought our battles."
To preserve their spirit and carry
their fight forward, Carnahan urges
p eople to get out and "know you're
right." While her message pertains
to women, because many do not
realize the power of their voice, it
can apply to anyone motivated to
fight for equality and justice .
"There's strength in knowing
what you ' re doing is right," she
said.
She advises women preparing to
enter the workforce "to have some
sort of a goal, something you always
reach for."
taking
office
in
Upon
Washington, Carnahan says that aU
of the women in the Senate stick
together and look out for each other.
However, she says the most difficult
part about her job is dealing with the
many people who want her to fight
for their causes .
"The mental shifting of goals,"
Carnahan said , "is the most challenging, but also makes the job
interesting."
The concern was evident in her
eyes as she talked of the importance
of representing the people. She
receives hundreds of letters from
people who want their causes to be
known. Admiring them for speaking
out and working in the interest of the
people, she said "If there seems to
be a sort of trend, I want to know
see CAR NAH AN, page 8

Schwarz wins National .Music Department performs
,Jewish Book Award
'EI Capitan' for spring opera
BY SARA PORTER
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Howard Schwartz, professor of
English at UMSL, won the National
Jewish Book Award for his collection
of folktales "The Day the Rabbi
Disappeared"
' They told me a week before I
found out that mine was one of five
books nominated for the award,"
Schwartz said. " I was later contacted by the Jewish Book Council, and
they told me I won. I felt very good
about it"
"The
Day
the
Rabbi
Disappeared" is a collection of
Jewish folh.1:ales geared for children,
but dealing with very specific
themes. 'These are stories that are
primarily about magic and they focus
on each individual Jewish Holiday,"
Schwartz said, citing such holidays
as Hanukah and Passovec
For Schwartz, this book took
quite a bit of research. " I spent five
years finding and translating stories,
eve.n searched for them at the Israel
Folktale Archives at the University of
Haiza in Israel, and found a total of

:u

- t\>,l enty-five that 1 narrowed do
to
twelve," Schwartz said. ''My wife;
who is a native Israeli, made several
trips to visit her family ,md conducted research for me."'
No stranger to winning, "Rabbi'·
also won the Aesop Award for children·s folklore and a Jewish Library
Association Award. Schwartz als o
won the National Jewish Book Award
pre . .1.ousIy for his children's OOok
''Next Year in Jerusalem" and was
nominated last year for a collection of
essays. ''Now that I have been a finalist, I know the difference between
being a finalist and a winner,"
Schwartz said.
Currently Schwartz is taking a
leave of absence from UMSL to conduct research on a book of Jewish
mythology to be published by Oxford
Press. 'The content will be five hundred Je.\vish mythologies dealing in
ten categories such as God, Heaven,
Hell, Creation, and the Promise of
Messiah"
Schwartz will be presented the
National Jewish Book Award for
"Rabbi'· on March 29 in New York
City.
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Last year, the UMSL music
department perfomled the Gilbert
and Sullivan operetta., "The Pirates
of Penzance :·
This year they are going to perform another operetta for their audience, John Phillip Sousa' "El
Capitan." from March 22-24 at 7:30
p .m. in the lC. Penney building
auditorium. Most people, who think
of Sousa as a songwriter of only
marching band songs. are in for a
promises
Kathryn
swprise,
Haggans, director of the. Opera
Theatre Workshop of UMSL.
"Sousa aspired to be the
American equivalent of Gilbert and
Sullivan, popular operetta composers," said Haggans . " This piece
is based on Sousa's "EJ Capitan'
march."
The play was chosen acc ording
to many critelia, Haggans said. "'It
w as chosen because of the size of the
theatre, the amount of time we had to
rehearse, in this case ten weeks, and
because we had a wonderful Gilbert
. and Sullivan production last year
with Penzance and we wanted to do
something similar."

TIle tory, wbich Haggans calls
··a tangled tale:' involves two noblemen, D n Medjgua and Don
Cazarro, who are each vymg for the
title of lceroy of pain-occupied
Peru, while a mysterious war hero,
El Capitan, appears on the scene. In
the meantinle, there are variOll! love
stories and di guises.
The cast consists of UMSL tudents Justin 0 'bourne as Medigua,
Keith Boyer ~ Verrada, TelTee
Rowbottom as Princess Margbanza.
Christine Rios as Isabel, Paul
Robinson as Scaramba, Robin Mik
as Estrelda, Joe Mo ·er as Pozzo,
UMSL al um Cirri Weller as
Cazanu, and a chorus line of student wb play soldiers and ladies .
For the ca~t, tin pre ents an
opportunity to play comedic roles." I
play Pozzo, a Spanish aristocrat who
get'> in ol ved in a I ve triangle,"
M ozier said. ' He's a very cowardly,
whiny neurotic, but a very funny
man."'
Rowbottom describes ber character, Princess Morghanz.a. as a woman
who is '·used to getting her own
way. " '"She loves h r husband, Don
Medigua, very much·" Rowbottom
sai .. ··Of course she loves him better
when he does what she wants:'
Performing an operetta such as

"El Capitan" is an experience for
those involved. 'The students will
gain an awareness a ut h ow to move
on tage, working with makeup, costumes , and an orche'tra." Haggans
said. ··TIley are learning about performance."
For Mosier and Rowbottom, they
hope this performance will lead to
experience in future music careers. "I
have wanted to sing country music
since I was twelve,'· Mosier said. ··r
hope this will lead to my fanle as a
country singer."
""I'm flying for a BA in music,
poss ibly going inro vocal educati on."
Rowbottom said. ·'1 hope th is will
lead to my expelience careerwise."
Haggans, Rowbottom, and Mosier
hope the audience will enjoy th e
musical. "I hope they will have a fine
time listening to the tunes,' · Haggan.~
said., .'1 hope they enj oy the colors
and the silliness of the plot."
Before Friday night's performance
at 7:00 p.m., there will also be an outdoor concert of Sousa's music as performed by the UMSL orchestra.
Tickets for "EJ Capitan·' are $5.00
for UMSL students and $8.00 for nonsllidents and can be paid at the door
the nights of the pelf ormances ,
The box office·s number is (314)

516-581 8.

BY .JAY ROMERO
~

"You can 't smell it, you can 't feel
it, but it could be affecting you." That
is the theme of the seminar on the date
rape drug that took place last week at
the Millennium Center Century Hall
B. Guest speakers, nurse Amy
Schoenberger and Bob Roeseler,
director of Institutional Safety and
urvISL police, talked about the dangers of date rape drUgs. In a pamphlet
written by Skill Builder, rape by definition is a coercive forceful act of a
mah against a female . When a man
•
us ~_s force , coercion or manipulation
to/ have sex with a woman against her
:
~ill, then it is rape. There are two
; ./ kinds of drugs that could incapacitate
.;(
a victim, called G.HB. and RohypnoI.
I
•
:
G.H.B .'s street names are Liquid X
and Liquid E, 'the forget pill,' and rib
This type of drug dissolves quickly
into liquids and is often used in beer

and sodas of victims. G.H.B . can
cause intoxication and memory loss.
Nurse Amy Schoenberger said if a
person is raped, the best thing to do is
not to take a shower, preserve clothing
and most important of all is to go to
counseling, because not talking about
it could result in future relationship
problems. Bob Roeseler said that the
best thing to do after being raped is to
put your clothing in a brown paper
bag where air cir-culates, because
putting your clothing in a plastic bag
could cause mold to grow and eventually destm y skin cells and fluids of the
rapist.
There are precautions that a person
should take when going out with a
fIiend or a date. First, keep an eye out
for the drink that you are having.
Second, only take a beverage from
the bartender or waiter and, lastly,
guys should listen to and respect their
date's \\~ she s. M ost importantly, guys
should remember "no" means no and

yes means yes. Evelybody should
Imow the distinction between "no"
and "yes"- "yes" for go and "no" for
no. In addition to following these
instructions, go to the clinic right
away if you think you were chugged
Skill Builder, a pamphlet distributed by Nurse Amy from the
University Health Services has a list
of things that a person--either a man
or a woman-should do when he or
she has been raped. Tell a friend, call
the police and then go to the hospital
to get tested for STDs and the date
rape chug. Do not shower, douche, or
change your clothes before seeing the
. doctor.
Lastly, consider what other evidence might be useful if you decide to
press charges.
This presentation on date rape
drugs was held as an interactive discussion for men and women, sponsored by Residential Life and the fratemities and sororities of our campus.

---~---
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Is the date rape drug affecting you?
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On campus at UMSL, "EI
Capitan," the comic opera by Jolm
Philip Sousa, will be performed in
. the le. Penney Auditorium, sponsored by the Music Department of
University of Missouri-St. Louis.

April
1
The Fox Theatre will present
Peter, Paul, and Mary in concert at
7:00 p.lll. Tickets range fr om
$27.50 to $37.50 and are available
at the Fox Theatre b y calling
Metrotix or all Metrotix locations.
To charge by phone, call Metrotix
at (314) 534-111 I or order online
at www.metrotix.com.

22

, Matthews!

Bob Roeseler, Chief of Police at UM-St. Louis and Nurse Amy
Schoenberger, Health Educator, held an interactive discussion
about date ra pe last Wednesday.

The Fox Theatre will present a
showing of the 1925 film "BenHur" with organ accompaniment
at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are $8.00 in
advance and $10.00 at the door,
and are available either at the Fox
Theatre, or by calling Metrotix and
all Metrotix locations. To charge
by phone, call Metrotix at (314)
534-1111 , or order online at
www.metrotix.com.
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Campus community can
help get funding for UMSL
...
"',
,
\

-.

It 's no secret to anyone that
UMSL is the bastard child of the
U niversity of M issouri System.
D espite being an "urban university"
in the largest metropolitan area in the
state, UMSL faces a prob lem ge tting
the funding it needs.
Wben one compares the number
of students emolled at UMSL with
the number of students emolled at,
say, R olla or UMKC with the
amount of funding those campuses
receive, it quickly becomes obvious
that UMSL's share is not what it
should be.
This shortage of fu nds is partly to
blame for lJMSLs annual real locations, a sort of budget cannibalism.
Without more funds, it's difficult for
dcpartments here to add the programs they want to add. And sometimes counterparts at other UM institutions do their best to keep UMSL
from developing programs, like a
doctoral degree in bistory, for example
This isn't a new problem. In fact,
UMSL has been getting the short end
of the stick since it became part of
the UM System in the 19605.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill has
been trying to make the "equity argument"- that our pOltion of UM 's
total budget should be equal to our
pOition (If Urv1's total sUldent headcount- to the powers that be in
Columbia. She has met with little
success, as she's 'aid during Several
recent Faculty Senate meetings.
Toubill has been talking lately about
using a new approach that highlights
UMS L's "workforce development"
to area business leaders, in an effort
to get them on our side and secure
more program " for UM SL
Lawrence Barton, chair of the
Faculty Senate, recently spoke with

UM System Presiden t Manuel
Pacheco, making many of the same
equity arguments others have made.
Barton said those arguments didn't
do much to sway Pacheco or Steven
Lehrnkuhl e, UM System vice president for Academic Affairs. Barton
did research that makes the equity
argument clear as day and sent it to
the St. Louis Post-Disptach, hoping
it would be run as an op-ed piece.
Wbile Barton, Touhill , and others
continue to push, more is needed.
Enter the UMSL co=unity of students. faculty and staff. We encourage everybody on this campus to do
their part and assist in the appeal to
fund our University.
Increased funding could allow us
to have more academic programs,
and retain more faculty instead of
asking them to retire early. The more
faculty we have, the more classes in
the Bulletin can actually be offered
during eacb semester.
Within the walls of the Mis'ouri
State L egi lature exi sts a committee
assigned to allocate the state budget.
Its chair, Timothy P. Green, and its
vice-chair, Yvonne S. Wilson, head
16 other committee members in
determining where state funding
goes.
\\hy not give them and other
Missouri state legislators a ca]]? We
elect them to represent our interests,
and if you arll: involved with Uf.,'ISL,
then you have an interest in seeing it
supported better.
Green 's phone number is 573751-6845, his fax number is 573751-2654 and his email addres> is
tgree n @ serviLe,. state . mo. us.
Wilson's phone number is 573-7519758, her fax number is 573-51 24626 and her email illldress is ywi]on @ser .,-ice .state.mo.us.

llle issue:
Despite the fact that
UMSL serves the largest
metropolitan area in
Missouri, it is consistent"
ly near the bottom in its
share of the University
of Missouri funding. UM
System administrators
have turned a deaf ear
to UMSL1s plight for more
than 30 years.
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of the opposition against the budget)
as an expenditures function. The Busb
tax. plan calls to reduce to marginal tax
rates on all five income tax brackets.
In other words, the Bush tax plarl calls
for reducing the revenues side of the
federal government's budget as
opposed to the expenditures side. The
reduction of the revenues side, in this
case, carries positive connotations for
the economy at large.
Economic indicators are also cited
as evidence of a faltering economy.
The proper way to view the current
economic climate is one of "deceleration," that is, the economy is still
expanding, just at a decreasing pace.
Real Gross Domestic Prcxluct . (total
value of all gocxls and services) and
personal conswnption were both on
the rise in the final quarter of 2000.
GDP grew out of increases in domestic demand, indicative of Americans'
continued preference towards consumption.
It is true that business investment is
down, while the Consumer Price
Index (measuring inflation) has risen,
resulting in lower net exports. It seems
tbat tbe most equitable way of reducing the probability of recession is to
give a predicted, permanent tax cut.

Students, faculty and
staff can voice their concerns directly to state
legislators. The more
people who speak up,
the better our chances
of getting more funding.

Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.
More information regarding this
important committee can be found at
www.house.state.mo.uslbillsO 1Icom
mitO IIcomOll.btm. We urge you to
contact them and voice your concerns. Ask them to explain why the
University that serves the largest
metropolitan area in the state is so
poorly funded and then ask them to
do something about it.

Even if no tax cu t is given, the charlces
of recession are slim. Federcil Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan appears to
be willing to fl uctuate interest rates to
ward off any potential threat to the
United States' economy. Certainly, if a
tax cut did threaten economic stability,
Chairman Greenspan would be a vocal
opponent. In fact, he is on the record
supporting a cut.
While I'm on the subject, allow me
to delve a little further into the taxation
topic. It seems that every Democrdt in
the country has appeared on a talk
show expounding something similar
to: "90 percent of the proposed $1.6
trillion tax cut will benefit the wealthiest 1 percent" Our tax system is based
upon income, and the higher the
income, the higher the tax rate. In fact,
the rich pay a vast majority of the
taxes. For any tax cut proposed, the
rich will automatically receive the
lion's share of the cuts. Does the
Democratic opposition actually
believe that J. Snobb IV is actually sitting around in luxUlY estate, lobbying
congressional Republicans to give him
an extra few bucks a year in tax cuts?

--Jeremy D. Bixby

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor should
be brief and those not
exceeding 200 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity, length and
grammar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
phone number.

Wanna see your
name in print?
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onventional wisdom can be design their sites or bad talented
pretty fickle sometimes. It MIS, CS, or Comnnmications stuwas about this time last year dent~ assemble one. But by and large,
that the web and tech companies most of the UMSL pages are nasty.
were booming and could do no
Later this week I listened to some
wrong. Now, one year later, most of members of the Alumni Association
the dot-coms are out of business and make similar- laments. The site they
the Na<;daq is plummeting. The sanle wanted to build was probably too
folks in the press
complex for a student, but it reinforced
singing the praises of
the idea that there is
the web now shake
still a big market for
their heads and talk as
web design.
if they had warned the
And most of the
public of the disaster
people who need
potential all along.
web design aren't
Conventional wislooking for anything
dom may be fickle,
particularly fancy.
but
that
doesn' t
charlge the need. It's
Usually a site with a
simple, clean and
come to my attention
lately that there are
professional design
will suffice. Often,
still a lot of folks who
JOSH RENAUD
..
.. ......... ..... .
need or want websites
these
individuals
editor-ill-cbiej
don't know much
and are willing to pay
about the internet or
someone to create
them. The big web companies may the web. All they know is that they
bave bottomed out, but for students, want to get the word out about a
there are some amazing opportuni- product, a service, or an organization,
and the web seems like an inexpenties.
Some of those opportunities can sive way to do it. They're looking for
be found on campus. At the Faculty people who can explain web sites in
Senate meeting this week, several simple terms and put together somesenators complained about the pri- thing nice.
mordiallook of some UMSL departSo students, don 't be scared away
by the headlines. There 's a high
- ment websites.
I have to agree. The UMSL front demand for quality web work right
page is decent, but as you begin to here on campus and in the St. Louis
explore deeper, some of these sites community. If you've got the skills,
are downright ugly and totally out of this is definitely something that Cm}
date. A few blessed departments have help pay the bills.
been able to pay professionals to
"

Bush's tax plan good for l'America
I disagree Witll la~t week's editorial. First, you cite that the recent fluctuations in tech stocks and tllc dot.com
failures are evidence of a failing economy.In reality, the doLcom failures are
based out of "llTational exuberance,"
when investors seized a potential profit opportunity based on a hot tecbnology. Investors based their entire portfolios around hot tech commcxlities such
as toenailclippers.com, fueling an
explosion unequaled in American history. The contracting value of the
Nasdaq is merely the self-correcting
mechanism taking effect, establishing
a new equilibrium.
You further insinuated that the current economic climate is the equivalent of tile late 1920s, just before tbe
Great Depression. It is implied that we
could be on the verge of a depressionlevel economic funk. This is laugbable. The Great Depression stemmed
largely out of World War J, and the
reparations that stemmed out of that
conflict.
An analogy used describes a situation where all of an expected $5000
tax Cllt is spent, when only $500 is
returned. First, this analogy views the
Bush budget (and more precisely, the
Bush tax cut. i'\£ter aU, that is the core

Strong demand for web
design good for students

"

.,

Be responsible every day,
even on special holidays
-

ew Year's Eve, St. Patrick's 10 hours.
Day and Mardi Gras may not
After tile party is over, the memoseem to have a lot in com- rable Mw.phy's Law cartoon of the
mon , except tile obvious fact that they guy sitting on the couch trying to
are holidays.
remember what happened eight hours
TIle original reason these festivi- before and not recalling he was dancties began was to celebrate a particu- ing \-vith a lampshade in his head
lar heritage, such :IS Creole or Irish, or applies. Not only do they not rememto bring in a New Year and wish it to ber, but also they hurt and ache all
be the best Just like what we did with over from the massive hquor shock:
ChrisuTIas and Easter,
their bcxly just
om
society
has
A D THE POI NT [S.. .
absorbed.
changed their meanI compare these
ings and tradi tions to
people to those who
fit our ideas for them.
just attend church on
With Cluistmas
Easter Sunday and
and Easter, we have
Christmas, but not
turned what was a
the rest of the year.
spirit of giving and
They try to act the
new life into a 'buy
part but can't quite
me this, buy me. that,
memorize the lines.
or you don't love me"
On Mar'di Gras,
motif.
this drinking is comInstead of the
bined with flashing
ANNE PORTER
commerc i alization
for beads . Beads,
.- ....... .......... .. .
associated with the
just made of just
managing editor
previous . two holiplastic, in the everydays, I see St. Patrick's, Mardi Gras day world not be an equal exchange
and New Year's as the new excuse to for showing off one's chest or other
act indulgently.
wares. But I suppose alcohol lowers
With all of the holidays, there's a people's inhibitions. This whole mob
"mob mentality" that says bey it's this action on Mardi Gras is part of the
day, let's go out and get plastered. reason that the Fat Tuesday parade
.
With most of the members of the was cancelled.
group, their real life consists of workThe main point to understand is
ing arld a few other activities. They that people have to act responsibly all
may have a few drinks on the week- the time. Just because it happens to be
end or at happy hour. What they don' t a holiday or a Monday afternoon
do is get drunk just because it hap- doesn't mean that it's okay to go out
pens to be Tuesday. They need a rea- and flash to collect plastic or get
son justified by others.
uncontrollably drunk If such behavWben the parades roll around and ior that's committed on some holibig gala parties kick off, most of those days was accepted all the time, then
regular people attempt to turn into most of us would be not be able to
true partying professionals and can respect ourselves or others on any
suddenly handle drinking steadily for day.
-

The Current wants your opinions! That's right.. Our Opinions page is all about
you. Feel strongly about something? Write a short letter to the editor! If you're
feeling ambitious, write a guest commentary. After all, they're your opinions ...
why not make them count? For more details, call us at 516-5174.
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staff pbotographer
Jamie Carter
Junior / Marketing

Roy Muenks
Sophomore I Computer Science

Salvo Parenti
Junior / Business

Suzana Kozul
Freshman I Computer Science
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I plan to work a nd study over
spring break.

I plan on hanging with my
friends and partying it up while
I can!

I play like I'm going out of
town so I don't have to go to
work.

I have to work over spring
break.

"

"

"

"
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Saints pray for victory, den. d
UMSL tennis team shuts out
Maryville University 9-0
BY NICK BOWMAN

.... ._. " .. ... ... " . " .

staff writeI'

Darren BruneI The CWTen!

Riverman T. J. Schaefer follows through on a serve at one of last week's matches against Maryville
University. The Rivermen won 9-0.

The UMSL men's tennis team
won six singles matches and three
doubles bouts en route to a 9-0 victory over Maryville University on
Friday. It was the team's second consecutive victory and its first shut-out
of the year.
Eric Schrumpf, the NO.4 player,
raised his match record to 5-0 with a
defeat over Jason Rubel in straight
sets, 6-0, 6-0. Schrumpf also teamed
with Josh Heape in doubles action as
their No. 2 squad won 8-0 for that
duo's first victory.
In other singles action, four
Rivennen defeated their opponents
in straight 6-0, 6-0 sets. Along with
Schrumpf, Mihn Phan, Mario
Gruden, and Ryan Trela won the No.
3, No.5, and No. 6 matches
unscathed.
In the No. 1 pairing, Matthew
Vaulkhard, a transfer from British
Columbia, downed Mike Trulaske of
Maryville 6-2, 6-1 as the Rivermen
rolled to a victory.
Contests scheduled against the
University of Illinois-Springfield
and UM-Rolla were canceled due to
inclement weather.
The Rivermen will enter conference play on .lVfarch 17 at home
against St. Joseph's (0-1,0-0), the
start of a two-game homestead that

will also feature Lewis University
(0-6,0-0). St. Joseph's finished at the
bottom of the Great Lakes Valley
Conference last year with a conference mark of 0-9, while this season,
cUIT'ently they are 0-1 overall. Lewis
University finished just in front of
St. Joseph's with a record within the
conference of 1-8, good for ninth
place overall and has a current
record in the 2001 campaign of 0-6.
After the first home conference
matchups of the season, UMSL will
hit the road for a four-game stretch
against Truman State, Lindenwood,
Southern Indiana and Grand Valley
State before coming home for a nonconference match against Jefferson
College.
UMSL is looking to improve on
their No. 3 final ranking in the
GLVC last year. The past years,
UMSL and head coach Rick
GyUenborg have seen the program
evolve from the basement of the
GLVC to an annual conference qualifier.
This year's tournament will be
held at Indianapolis North Central
High School, with Bellarmine playing the host. Indiana-Purdue at Fort
Wayne, who currently stands at 2-0
in non-conference play, will not be
eligible for the tournament as they
have asked to leave the GLVC and
advance to NCAA Division I status.
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Baseball team picks up three wins on road
BY DAVE KINWORTHY

stafl editor
The Rivennen's baseball team
has won three of their last fI ve games
while traveling to the Central
Missouri State Tournament entitled
the Holiday Inn Classic and to
F:lorida, boosting their overall record

6&" u"

In the tournament, the Rivernlen
opened against Augustana (South
Dakota) with a sound victory of 9-2.
Senior pitcher and Oakville graduate Tim Stringer stluck out 11 batters in seven innings for UMSL.

After the second inning, Stringer
retired the next 11 consecutive batters, enabling the Rivermen's
offense to go to work. The offense
was led by two runs in the tJlird,
fourth and fifth innings while in the
seventh inning the Rivermen scored
another three runs to clinch the victory.
Nick Post and Brett Katz both had
two hits in the Rivermen's victory,
while Katz also recorded three runs
batted in.
The following matchup featured
UMSL taking on Nebraska-Kearney.
The Rivermen took the lead early as

UMSL held a 3-2 advantage going
into the bottom of the seventh
mning. But Nebraska-Kearney
scored three runs in the seventh on
Scott Johnson to defeat the
Rivermen 5-3. Shortstop Bryan
Beckmann led the Rivennen with
two runs and two hits.
In the final game of the Holiday
Inn Classic, the Rivennen were pitted agalnst the 21 st ranked team in
Division II baseball: Central
Missouri State University.
UMSL jumped ahead early, tallying a rWl in the first inning off of a
Brody Jackson inside-the-park home

Riverwomen split with William
Woods University, now 6-4

run, but Central Missouri State canle
back in the third inning to record
four runs on sophomore pitcher Greg
Bierling and added two others in the
fourth and sixth innings to defeat the
Rivermen 8-3. Chas Wigger went
two for four on the day and Jackson
finished the day with two runs and
one run batted in.
After The Holiday Inn Cl sic
the Rivennen returned home for an
exhibition match against Fontbonne.
UMSL soundly defeated Fontbonnc
17-9 before heading on their trip to
Florida for six games.
In Florida, the Rivermen won two

special to The Current
The UMSL women's softball
team split another double-header
with William Woods University. The
Riverwomen lost the first game 1-0,
giving up a run in the last inning, but
the Riverwomen bounced back to
win the second game 4-1.
The Riverwomen could not get
their offense going in the first game.
Neither team had

UMSL got a lead-off double from
Andrea Wirk-us, but could not get the
runner to score. In the bottom of the
seventh, William Woods loaded the
bases when Jessica Hruby singled to
score the winning run and defeat
UMSL 1-0. The Riverwomen could
only muster three hits in the game.
In the second game, Allison
Maurer gave up a run to William
Woods for a 1-0 lead. UMSL then, in
the fifth i.nning, scored twice. Kelly
Jackson, who has been hot at the
plate, singled to knocking in a run to
tie the game at 1-1. Then Andrea
\YIrkus doubled in Jackson to give
UMSL the lead, 2-1 .
In the seventh inning, with runners at first and third, Wukus stole
second and a throwing error by the
catcher allowed Winters

to score from third and Wirkus
moved to third on the error, giving
the Riverwomen the lead, 3-1. Two
batters later, Wirkus came in to score
on a fielding error by the shortstop,
bringing the tally to 4-1.
Jackson and Wirkus each put up
two hits in the game for UMSL and
both scored a run and produced a run
batted in. Allison Maurer picked up
her third win of the season. Maurer
pitched all seven innings, giving up
just one run on four hits while ringing up two strikeouts.
The Riverwomen will play at
Truman State on March 21, then will
return home with back-to-back double-headers against Lewis University,
March 24 and Wisconsin-Parkside
March 25.

No.Name

Pos.

Ht.

8fT

Yr.

1

OF
OF
c/OF
PJ3B
Util.

5-6
5-4
5-6
5-4
5-6
5-8

IF IP

5-9

Util.

5-9
5-7
5-6
5-5

B/R
LlL
LlR
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R

JR
SR
JR
FR
SR
JR
JR
SR
SR
JR
FR
JR

7
8
10
13

14
16
18
19
20
33

o
DAVE KINWORTHY

sports editor
phone: 51 6 -5174
fax: 516-681 1
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Meet your 2001 Ri v e rwomen
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BY TOM WEATHERSBY
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straight as UMSL defeated Canisius
11-7 and Alderson-Broadus 10-3 to
push their overall record to 6-4.
The Rivermen return home
March 21 to host Lindenwood
University before h.itting the road
again to play three cllnsecutive Great
Lakes Va]]e;' Conference games
again st BeHarmine Uni versity.
Bellarmine comes into the contest
with a rec rd of -3 0 erall.
UMSL is cunently undefeated at
home this season wi tl] a record of 20, while the Rivemlen are 6-4 in
non-conference play.

Katie Meyer
Andrea Wirkus
Christine Langenbacher
Kim Abbott
Megan Kuebler
Lindsay Brefeld
Cassey Attebery
Atlison Maurer
Andrea Sczurko
Brandy Winters
Chrissy Griefe
Kelly Jackson

OF/C

2B/3B

55
P/OF
1B/P

R/R
L/R

5-10 R/R

ES

Baseball
v. Lindenwood
2:30 pm . Wed . Mar. 21
at Bellarmine (3 games)
12.00 pm EST,SaI.-SUH.. MaT". 2+25

Softball
at Truman State
];00 pm , \fled, ,\far: 21

v. Lewis

1-oo pm. Sal., Mar. 24

Tennis
at Lindenwood
3;00 pm , Wed . Mar. 21

Head Coach:
Lesa M. Bonee

at Southern Indiana
3:00 pm , FIi, ,liar. 23

Assistant Coach:
Nicole Christ

Student Assistant:

Visit the UMSL athletics
website at

Kathleen Rogoz

www.umsf.edu/services/
athletics/ athletics. html

March M adness: time for underdogs to rise up

W

LATEST SCOOP
DAVE KINWORTHV

ith March Madness in full
swing, tbe basketball
junkies can finally come
out of their closets again and lounge
in front of the television, while the
world passes us by one more time.
The collegiate basketball regular
season is great, but this is just too big
to miss. TIus year I have even seen
people who despise basketball watch
a game with me. That just shows that
this is bigger than I once thought
Everyone has a pool going on at
work, showing how dumb they can
honestly be when it comes to picking
the four teams to make it to the Final

Four and then determining tile outcome of the chanlpionship game. I
do not know if it is even possible to
pick every game and that team be the
winner. I have never seen it done and
nobody, even Dick Vitale, is perfect
in this day and age.
Look at some of the teams that
have lost already. Iowa State, the
team with the best record in the Big
12 this season, although they lost to
Oklahoma in tJle conference tournament, was ousted as a No.2 seed in
the first round this season. I even had
the Cyclones under the cap tab, so I
was hoping to win that great

Gatorade hat with the Iowa State victory. J amaal Tmsley is one of the two
best point guards in the nation, but at
this game he looked horrible. That
just shows that sometimes even a star
crumot play under the pressure and
the watchful eye of March Madness.
Gonzaga is proving that they are
one of the more fun teams to watch
in the nation. The Zags already have
one upset this postseason and hopefully more to come. But the only
question I have is what is a Zag?
Does it come off of the phrase "zigzag?"
What truly is mad about March

besides the crappy weather that we
had these past two weeks, is how a
team that has so much national attention such as an Iowa State or even
Duke and North Carolina, can come
to playas tlle No. I-ranked terun in
the nation one day, but in this tournament if they are not on top of their
game each and every game, they crul
get knocked out. The teams like
Pepperdine of a year ago and even
Georgia State of this season do not
get the national attention that some
of the major Division I schools do,
but they are getting exposure during
this tournament and it truly shows

that even if they are not nationally
known, they will be when they leave
the tournament.
Even if a team loses in the fust
round of the toumanlefit, memories
and the precedent that team has set
for the future of its program cannot
be repJaced.
So, basketball frulS all around, sit
back and relax for a while because
basketball at the collegiate level is on
right now. While typing tbis, r run
currently watclung the University of .
Missouri Tigers play against Duke
University. What a great time of
year.
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In 'The Mexican,' things are seldom what they seem
BY CATHERINE
M ARQUiS- HO MEYER
. . . . .. ..... ,st(~fJ edi tor
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March
26

J. Mascis and the Fog with
Bright Eyes
Blueberry Hill
9 p.m.

27

Jerry Cantrell
Galaxy
7 p.m.

30

KLOU Blast from the Past
with The Grass Roots, The
Byrds, and Ozark Mountain
Daredevils
Family Arena
Trans-Lux with Shun
Creepy Crawl

31
Abilene with Let
Sleepers Lie
Rocket Bar

8:30
5 Block Shot with
EM Grueve
Cicerofs
SR-71 with Dexter Freebish
and Diffuser
Mississippi Nights

8:30

April
4

Nickel Creek
Cicerofs

6
Funky Meters
The Pageant

With stars Julia Robetts and Brad
Pitt, I really didn't know what to
expect from "The Mexican," Brad Pitt
seems to alternate purely commercial
films like "Meet Joe Black" with
more challenging roles like in the
recent film "Snatch." Julia RObeits
always plays a Julia Roberts character,
but in films of various levels of OIiginality ranging from the very predictable to better fare such as Erin
Brockovich. The promotional trailers
first presented this movie as a comedy.
then as a more serious romance. So
whic h was it anyway'J Well, it's neither and it's both, and it's something
more besides.
''The Mexican" is a surprisi11gly
entettaining movie that starts out
strongly comic, but then veers off in
other directions. Just when you think
you have it figured out, it takes another path. TIle director, Gore Verbinski
("Mouse Hunt"), desclibes his film as
a romaJ1tic comedy with a bit of Sam
Peckinpah. Julia Roberts and Brad Pitt
play Samantha and Jeny, a couple
who are having some problems, even
going so far as to attend group counseling sessions together. Jerry is
apparently Lrying to part company
with his gaJ1gster employers but is
ordered to take one last assignment, a
trip to Mexico to retrieve a valuable
antique pistol. Now he is forced to tell
Samantha he can't go on a very
importaJ1t trip to Las Vegas vvith her.
In a classically funny scene, the
volatile SaJ11antha explodes in a torrent of pop-psychology babble. tossing Jelry's clothes do wn on him from
their second story balcony and vOW'ing to go to Las Vegas without him.

They part ways, each muttering
about the other, Jerry heading for
Mexico and Samantha for Las Vegas.
ill Mexico, Jerry declines the car
rental employee's offer of a Chrysler,
requesting
something
"more
Mexican." The clerk rolls his eyes
aJ1d rents him an EI Camino, that
weird-looking cross between a car 3lld
a pick-up uu-:k from the sixties, muttering i11 Spanish. as this clueless
American leaves, ' you're going to get
in a lot of trouble down here, Senor."
And indeed he does, as he is the ultimate American idiot bumbling

through a foreign country. But just as
it seems we're set on a familiar path,
everything in the film Ch311ges.
The movie takes a turn that moves
it towards a thriller, as the mob types
have sent someone to kidnap
Samantha and hold her to ensure that
Jerry retrieves and returns the valuable gun. When she is grabbed while
on the road to Las Vegas, the tone of
the film becomes darker. Samantha
announces to her kidnapper (James
Gandolfmi, ofTY's 'The Sopranos")
that she 3lld Jen}' broke up and so she
no longer has anything to do with

him. Ths presents the kidnapper \vith
a dilemma but this business-like hit
man decides to hold her anyway. With
the introduction of this new characrer,
the movie goes down a completely
different path, even taking a philosophical turn, as we get to know the
kidnapper and Roberts' character as
well. Then there's the antique gun, the
center of all the fuss . It seems that this
film's not done changing yet, as there
is also a story connected with the
3lltique gun, a tale of a curse and of a
family. Ths tale carries the movie off
in even another, almost mystical.

direction, infu,ing the StOI}, with a little of the "magical realism" of a South
Amelican novel. The various parts of
the movie move along parallel tracks
and eventually all is brought back
together, in ways that both change the
characters involved and reveal who
they really are.
At each tum, we find that things,
and people. are 110t nece.ssarily what
they seemed. Some viewers might
find this dift'iculty in categorizing the
movie initating, but I found it refreshsee MEXICAN, page 7

Brad Pitt stars as Jerry and Julia Roberts stars as Samantha in "The Mexican."

RESTAURANT REVIEW

c. Whittaker's Bistro gives Venic e Underground
a winning perfonnance
hits halfway up
BY S TEPHANIE E LLIS

st{~fJ writer

It W,L, almost like a scene from a
movie. The lights were dimmed. a11d
a table was waiting in the back. A
starched, white tablecloth adorned
the top, and black chairs accented its
simple elegance. A single candle subtly set the mood, and I was half
expec ting Audrey Hepburn to
emerge from the powder room and
ask me for a cigarillo. I was snapped
out of my trance when I heard the
waitress dropping words like contit
and beune blanc into my ears. I
wanted to tell her to go on, not to
stop, but like all good roles, even a
listing of the night's specials must
come to an end. But it was not a sad
ending. The film had only begun.
After making our selections, my
companion and I smiled at one
another, eagerly awaiting the first
course. There was an excellent view
fi'om our seats-a perfect peoplewatching location. We were tucked
away in the corner, shrouded by
greenery and the thickness of the
conversation from our fellow diners.
The neighboring table was discussing the Special School District
and Lynch Street Bistro. All interesting combination. It seems they were
a group of teachers with a taste for
dining out in style. We were unaffected, however. They were only
minor obtrusions, easily erased by
the sight of the spinach salad that was
placed before us ($5 for a full portion, $2 ordered with a meal). It was
a smaller-sized salad, yet was hardly
skimping on anything. Crisp greens
were lavishly coated in a sweet,
lightly vinegary dressing, topped
with walJ1uts and golden raisins. In a
unique twist, there was a crouton-

like comer of bread. a piece of apple
and a deliciously creamy brie cheese
slice a companying it. It was one of
the best salad.., I've ev r had.
fter baving ju t enough time to
ca tch our breaths following the
inhalation of our 'alad, we were
ready for the main course. My companion ordered the grilled salmon
(,15.95), which sat atop a bed of
pesto i:IJ1d (<ime accompanied with
wilted spinach ,md sticky rice. The
pesta \vas blended with just the right
amount of basil, prnmesan and pine
nuts. The salmon was lightly basted
with a sweet glaze and the stick.),
rice was a nice, neutral balance for
the various t1avors found in this
dish. I had one ofthe specials of the
evening: seafood linguine ($19).
The noodles were UJ1like any I've
seen before. TIley were long and
wide-about half the width of
lasagna noodles. They were soft and
tender, and came in a pool of pesto
cream sauce. In the pasta were
junlbo shrimp and scallops, fresh
mussels, red peppers, snow peas,
mushrooms and fresh tomatoes.
Remember those "Looney Toons"
cattoons where the characters' eyes
bug out of their heads? I never knew
humans could actually do that.
There was no word to describe this
pasta - it was just an "eye-popping"
expelience. Though the sauce needed a teensy bit of help ill the salt
department, there was absolutely
nothillg I would've changed about
this excellent dish.
C. Whittaker'S is on the plicey
side. It's not a place where you can
expect to get out for under $20. The
bill was well over $40, but there was
no complaining on my part. They

Venice Beach., Calif.-a tight-knit
community located in southern
California, known for its beachside
bike paths, sUIfers, and freaks. Being
on the edge of Los Angeles, the area
has always been a bohemi311 mecca for
poets, artists,
and musicians.
Therefore, it should come as no surprise that Peter DiStefano could pool a
handful of local musicians together to
form Venice Underground, and produce an electronic rock album that borders on the cutting edge of innovation.
Hardcore break. beats blast off as
the first song "Back Seat" spins over
the CD player's laser. However, this is
not electronica. DiStefano's goal wasto
blend the old media used to make rock
music, as he did in "Porno for Pyros,"
vvith the developments in digital music
production to further advance music as
aJ1 art form. As a byproduct of his formula, his sound stands out from other
artists who try to do the same thing but
are labeled rap-rock, electronica, or
neo-metal.
Incorporating Cl}'Stallized female
vocals by Kacy Crowely, Beca Starr,
atld Little Green Girl, programming by
Big Green Boy, Kevin Haskins, bass
grooves by Eric Avery of Jane's
Addiction, and additional guitar work
by David Baerwald, DiStefano, who
plays the various forms of guitar on the
album, manages to bridge techno with
familiar rock tenitory. One of the
innovations DiStefano has put forth in
this CD is that he recorded the entire
thing on his Macintosh laptop computer. He is also modernizing the music

see BISTRO, page 7

see VENICE, page 7

BY EMILY UMBRIGHT

staff /£In'fer
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Peter Distenfano of Venice Underground.

Second-guessing the Oscar nominations

MARQ UEE RAMBLINGS
CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

Maybe I have a love-hate thing
with the Oscars. When I was little, I'd
stay up to watch the whole show, no
matter how dull. ·Whether you're
interested in the winners of the
Academy Awards or not, there is no
denying that the show is usually dull,
but devotees will wait through it anyway just to see who takes home tbe
little gold statue, and maybe to see
who give", the goofiest acceptance
speech.
But the Oscars are a maddening
thing: there is no doubt that they give
a big boost to the films and performances that win, resulting in renewed
box-office revenue, prestige, and ultimately more power in their profession for the people associated with
them. But to knowledgeable film
fans, the wir.mers are often, well,
bizane. While the Academy that

picks the winners seem to like particular kinds of films----especially
sweeping epics and costume dramas,
movies with serious sociai themes
(but not too daring or controversial),
and especially films that made a lot
of money, and has a bias against
other films. such as comedies and
musicals and films that are too controversial or artsy, they are also surprisingly unpredictable. Yet every
year, critics and film fans try to guess
the eventual winners.
OK, so I'm going to follow the
tradition and try to guess the wir.mers
of some of this year's Oscars. But
I'm going to do a little more: every
year when the nominees are
announced, there are some worthy
films that are not even nominated.
This year, the oversight includes two
of the best of last year, both come-

dies: the Coen brothers' "0 Brother
Where Art Thou?" and David
Mamet's "State and Main." Both
films should have been among the
nominees for Best Picture, Best
Director, and Best Script, but "0
Brother Where Art Thou?" only
received a nomination for best script,
and "State and Main" received nothing. 1'm not alone in this opinion;
most film critics agree that these
were terrific films.
I would list all the nominees for all
the top categories, you can find them
yourself on the Oscars website,
www.oscars.com. but I'll give my
picks for who should win and who
will win for Best Picture, Director,
Actor, Actress, Supporting Actress,
Supporting Actor. For Best Picture,
the easy choice is "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon," which should win

and I predict will win. If it had been
nominated, "0 Brother Where Art
Thou')" would have been a close second. "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon" will win because it's a boxoffice hit, despite its being in
Chinese, and a costume epic to boot.
Logic would lead one to expect that
he, director of the Best picture, would
be the Best Director, but it's often not
true for Oscar, so Steven Soderbergh,
who is nominated for both "Erin
Brockovich" and ''Traffic'' will win,
instead of Ang Lee ("Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon") or the equally worthy Joel and Ethan Coen. Best
Actor will probably go to the perennial favorite, Tom Hanks, althougb
many found his film "Cast Away"
disappointing, but should go to Ed
Harris for his role as artist Jackson
Pollack ill the film "Pollack." I could

be wrong on this thougb, and it 1 .ght
actually go to Ed Harris.
est
Supporting Actor will go to ano er
perennial favorite, Albert Fir.mey, r
"Erin Brockovich" or to Benicio D I
Toro for the cla%ic Hollywood mes
sage movie, "Traffic," but really
should go to Willem Dafoe for his
remarkable perfonnance in "Shadow
of the Vampire." For Best Actress, it
may go to Joan Allen for the political
film ''The Contender," that film
Hollyvvood insiders seem to like, but
it might go to, and should go to, Ellen
Burstyn for "Requiem for a Dream."
Fimlly. Best Supporting Actress
probably should go to Judi Dench in
"ChocoJat," and probably will, but
Frances McDonnand in "Almost
Famous" has a good shot as well.
On March 25, 200 1, Oscar night,
we \vill fi.ud out who really wins
.h00P
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Music·and drama move
'Les Miserables' at the Fox

The Post Wave crashes
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

... . . .

BY TOM WOMBACHER

.sp~~i~ii~"ijJe~~;';ent .
Imagine this for a moment. You
live in France in the year 1815.
Nineteen years ago, you stole a loaf of
bread to keep your sister's starving
daughter alive and were atTested and
jailed. Now you 've finally been
released, but you are labeled a thief
wherever you go.
That's what happened to Jean
Valjeatl (Ivan Rutherford), prisoner
24601, in "Les Miserables," which
was perfmIDed at The Fox Theatre
March 6-11. In this popular Broadway
musical based on the novel of the
same name, the kind Bishop of Digne
(Seth Bowling) took pity on Valjean,
giving him food and shelter. But
prison life had coirupted Valjean and
at the first chance he took the bishop's
silver and fled, only to be caught by
the police. The good bishop saved
Valjean, claiming they were gifts, and
instructed Valjean to use the silver to
become a better man.
Eight . years have passed and
Valjean, having broken his parole by
changing his name, has become a factory owner and mayor. Word gets out
in the factory that a worker named
Fatltine (Thursday FatTat') has a fiveyear-old child with no father and the
foreman demands she leave. Fantine,
desperate for money, turns to prostitution but Valjean rescues her and takes
her weak body to the hospital. Before
she dies, Valjean swears to look after
Fantine's daughter, Cosette (Emma
Hunton and Stephanie Waters).
Several yeat'S pass and Valjean has

raised Cosette well, but they at'e constatltly hiding from Inspector Javert
(Stephen Bishop), who is determined
to find prisoner 24601 and return him
to the chain gang for breaking his
parole.
One of the great things about Les
Miserables is tbe stage design.
Everything occurs on top of a giant onstage turntable. When Valjeatl walks
the streets looking for a place to stay,
his legs move but he doesn't go anywhere. People standing still pass llinl
by. Members of the audience are given
the impression they're walking alongside him, which adds to the drama.
There's something almost sinister
about much of the music of Les
Miserab1es.
It's
fascinating.
Rutherford, while unable to sustain
long notes in rune, has the powerful
voice necessary for the role of Valjean.
He and Bishop complement each other
perfectly.
Waters, on ilie other hand, has a
vibrato too wide for her to play the
leading lady. DiaIla Kaarina, who
played as Eponine, had a much more
controlled vibrato and a beautiful
voice which made her Chat'acler more
appealing. Ironically, both women's
characters were after the Satne man.
Eponine dies in the second act and
Cosette gets the guy, which is unfortunate. Had the two exchanged roles, the
pelformance would have been much
better. But despite the flaws found in
the actual performance, the music
itself is brilliant. If you want to hear it,
go buy the recording. Napster doesn't

"
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staff writer
I had hoped this CD would be
tied to the Beatles somehow sinee
the band, Blue Meanies, was titled
after characters in a Beatles movie.
The Post Wave is the name of their
new album, which has roots in punk
and pop rather than classic rock.
The album itself is not spectacularly
good or bad, instead falling somewhere in the zone of mediocrity that
pervades modern music.
Blue Meanies, as a band, should
be called Depressed and Bl1ltal, as
this is a more apt title and doesn't
allude to classic rock. There is a definite eighties feel to this album,
which may attract people who can
recall a Flock of Seagulls haircut
with any fondness.
The Blue
Meanies seem to be lost in an era
that isn't far enough gone to have
eatned nostalgic value, but isn't
recent enough to have many purplemohawked hangers on. "I thought
they put on a good show, even if I
did seem to be one of only about ten
people who were enjoying it," a fan
said of a Blue Meanies conceIt in
Atlanta last month. This seems very
plausible, though I've never seen
theIll in concert myself This band
fits a niche that very few other
bands fill (or would want to fill), but
that doesn't mean they will find
appreciation for their niche, even if
iliey fill it weUThe album's first six
songs are similar, and filled with
yelling. There isn't much in the way
of vocal melody aIlywhere on the

album, though the instrumentals at'e
highly respectable. "Camat'o Man"
is all example of the ei ghties feel
this band broadcasts, though it is a
pat·ody of eighties music in general.
When writing parodies, the Blue
Meanies would be well advised to
watch out that they don't make fun
of themselves.The twelfth track,
"Creepy," is all ideal example of
what is wrong with "The Post
Wave" in general. In "Creepy,"
there is a strange nan'ator with a
curious sense of rh)1hm, \-vho talks
about odd things to the beat. A fantastic trumpet solo is behind the
voice, and takes the focus during
the song's best patts .
Some of the batld's fans seem to
think that the lyrics to these songs
are dazzling, but their topics
seemed overdone and uninspired.
There is a jazzy feel to their yelling
reminiscent of The Urge, though if
you're looking for that type of
music, I would strongly suggest
you to stick with good ska atld
bands like The Urge.
One last gripe about the album,
it's too sh0l1. Even if I had liked the
tracks, and they did seem to
improve closer to the end, there was
a total of less than forty minutes of
music on the CD. The Blue
Meanies have some talent, but don 't
display it well on this album. and
you would probably be better off
waiting and trying "The Post- Post
Wave," to see if they can fix their
problems in ilie future.

....... .

ing and a bit intriguing. Patt of the
key to this is film is the peJiormance
of Gandolfini as the kidnapper, who
is infused with such soul aIld such
underlying contrasts of datlger atld
vulnerability that he nearly steals the
film. Julia Robens is an actress people either love or hate, but she is perfect in this role as the emotional, confu sed, but good-heatted girlfriend.
Pitt is also wondelful, a~ a chat'acter
who seems alternately dumb or
resourceful but whose real nature is
revealed in the end.

'The Mexican" is certainly entertaining if you are not fixed on the idea
that a movie should be either a comedy or serious, and can just go along
with its Valious transformations. It
may not be a great film, but it's
refreshingly better than most of mainstream Hollywood's recent offerings .
At the very least, it will just keep surprising you, alld that can be fun in
itself.
Now playing at the Chase Park
Plaza, Des Peres, Esquire. alld other
area theaters.

VENICE,
from page 6
....... ............................ ... .
by producing a DVD version of the
CD, which contains music videos of aU
the songs in the way that a virtual reality concert would. While the album
begins with typical electronica clUnch,
it changes into something more
dynamic. The smooth vocals, groovy
bass and complex progranrnung in
"Little Green Men" highlight the
beginning of the change into something more then expected. "Insane Toy
StOlY" creates a moody, uncovered
ambiance that flows into mellow guita!·
soloing. Wlule the shortest track on the
album, it is also the most experimental.
The instmmental "Punk Rock
Guitar" is a prime example of
DiStefano succeeding in creating his
vision of bringing technology to rock
music. The song begins with him playing a few chords until old school break
beats enter into it. This skews the
entire picture. While tile song rocks, it
is also danceable. The acrual wahWallS fmm a beat the way a dmm
machine would atld the lines of the guitar rise and fall with energy like a DJ
flipping a ero . fader.
The song is followed by a slightly

eastern goa traIlce/rock rune called
'Take Me Down." The lyrics-half
su ng, half poetically-recited by
Kacy Crowley add to its impression of
gliding tlu'ough a futw'i stic desert.
DiStefano contllmes demonstrating
Ius guitar technique in "Venice hy the
Sea." lt statts off with an1bient organ
pipe sounds, but cuts loose with domineering vocals atld stand-up-atld-dosomething guitar cbolUses. With the
song's catchy chaos it could definitely
be a radio song.
If DiStefatlo continues creating
music in this light, he Illay be on to
sometbing big. While artists have
been trying to create music in this
vainsince tbe mid 1990's, DiStefano
succeeds in bJending two genres.
With the help of his team, it shows
that new ideas can be developed by
working withartists that have a
diverse musical background Venice
Underground effectively portrays a
furure where a fusion of rock melody
and techno sound CaIl come together.
Tlus well-done production deserves a
listen by anyone who enjoys rock or
techno mu. ic.

BISTRO,
from page
6
... . ....
....
...
"

Yeah, it's a commuter campus, and people are busy. But if ou've got a message
that you want people to read, there's really only one p]ace to go-T1IC Current.
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eanled every penny. We found our:elves in the nudd le of a film noir.
Wlule Audrey H pbum never did ask
for that cigarillo, the scent of days
gone by lingered ill the air. It seems
as though a modem-day establishment bas su ceed d in captuling a
part of the past. a simple elegance, an
untarnished savoir-faire in dining.
And while most fil,Q: l'hese days are
predictable and overdone, this was
one in which the audience was
indeed _urprised. r III looking forward to the sequeL
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Opening eyes to the night sky Arianna String Quartet presents
'The Business of Making Music'
BY KATIE STUCKENSCHNEIDER

special to tbe Current

In 1992,
the University of
Missouri-St. Louis Physics and
Astronomy Department started a program that has opened up local fifth
graders' eyes to the night sky.
Richard Schuler, a UMSL graduate student, has been the instructor of
the program for four years. The base
of the one-hour program consists of a
discussion on what it takes to make a
comet, a hands-on demonstration on
how to make a comet, a slide show,
and a planetarium show.
The program is located at the
University of Missouri-St. Louis'
planetarium in the Research
Building. The planetarium's projector
just underwent a complete overhaul,
totaling up to $10,000 in expenses.
Schuler said, 'The images are so
much better, so much clearer. And the
transparencies are much better, too. "
The NASA Missouri Space Grant
Consortium funds the class. The children are eager about the program, and

Schuler doesn't discourage it.
'The level of interest and the level
of excitement and enthusiasm is completely dependent on the level of
excitement and enthusiasm of the
teacher. I don't speak down to them,
" said Schuler.
Schuler took over the program in
1997 because he wanted to increase
the public awareness of astronomy.
'Living in a big city we have kind
of lost that [clear sky] because we' ve
lost the night s1.)' to pollution," said
Schuler.
The planetarium seats no more
than 36 people. Up to 72 people are
welcome to attend the program
because it can be divided into two
groups. One group stays in the planetarium, while the other group works
on hands-on activities in another
room. The planetarimll is also used
for astronomy labs.
Schuler has had a lot of experience with astronomy in the past
years. He is a volunteer at the St.
Louis Science Center and the St.
Louis Academy of Science, teaching

elementary groups about the mechanics of and career opportunities in
astronomy. Schuler knows what is
entertaining, yet stimulating to fifthgrade students.
"I remember when I was that
age," Schuler said. "Astronomy and
dinosaurs were my top things, and
that hasn't seemed to change much."
One can tell while attending the
program that the fifth-grade students
are mesmerized by his presentation.
A student from Duschene in
Ferguson, Florissant School Districts
that attended the program was fascinated by it.
Denai Hig...,oins, 11, said, "I liked
the moon and the stars rotating, and
bow he [Schuler] showed all kinds of
planets."
It runs this spring season from
February 12-April 27. The course is
offered three times a week on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
Currently there "are a lot of openings," Schuler said. For more information, call Rich Schuler at:
(314)516-5010.

Sigourney WffNff Jennirer Love Ha-vitt ~I Gene Hackman
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invite you to and a guest to stop by 11w Current
offices at 388 Millennium Student Center to pick up a
complimentary advance screening pass for two to see

heartBREAKeRS
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on Tuesday, Mar. 20th at AMC West Olive
or
on Thursday, Mar. 22nd at AMC Galleria

BY KIMBERLY SILVER

special to The Current
The Arianna String Quartet, quartet-in-residence at the University of
Missouri-Saint Louis, were the featured guests of the College of Business
Administration's
Distinguished
Speaker Series on Wednesday, March
14, 2001 in Century Room A of the
Millennium Student Center. The audience turnout was pitiful There were
plenty of open seats because less than
20 students showed up for the event.
Nevertheless, the impact that the quartet made was tremendous. Those who
did attend enjoyed a stimulating discussion by talented musicians. I have
to adroit, when I arrived I was somewhat skeptical. Walking tl1fough the
door, I thought that I would be sitting
through another a seminar lead by a
fast-talking speaker that would try to
infonn musicians about the ins and
outs of the music business. After the
first five minutes, I realized that I was
completely wrong because the members of the quartet were focused on
serving a much greater purpose. The
members of the Arianna String Quartet
presented 'The Business of Making
Music," which essentially ex-plained
tile direct correlation between music
and other disciplines. They addressed
team decision-making, delegation,
conflict resolution, and the psychology
of working closely with others to
achieve
desired
results.
John
McGrosso, violinist, strongly emphasized the importance of compromis-

ing. The stanza upon a sheet of music
is transformed into their "meeting
table." Because this group does not
have one particular leader, it is essential that they sit down together during
rehearsal to discuss exactly how each
piece will be presented. TIns group
clearly does not let their differences
elevate into conflicts that could
adversely affect the quality of their
performances. Instead, they share their
interpretations and reach a peaceful
compromise. The Arianna String
Quartet genuinely expressed that compromise is an important virtue that can
be applied to any field of work. In
addition, the quartet feels that it is
absolutely crucial that you are observant and responsive to others. This is
true in any field of work. If you go to a
business meeting and your co-worker
walks in the door, releases a loud sigh,
and slumps into his chair, there is obviously a problem. The quartet explains
that they are very careful not to give
off negative body language towards
others during rehearsals because it can
discourage others from verbalizing
their ideas. The quality of an entire
group can be lessened by the negative
vibes radiated from one individual.
The quartet offered two selections
by Schubert and Quartettsatz. With
sheer eloquence they sat upon a stage
and played their instruments ".vith an
intense passion that filled the room
with harmonious music. Their pelformance was clearly a demonstration of
how power.ful a group can be when
they effectively work together. Charles

Kuehl, Associate Professor and
Director of Continuing Education and
Outreach adanlantly comments,
"Members of the group are not only
wonderful musicians, they have clear
insi£ht as to communication, coordination-and productivity within leadership
groups."
The series was followed with a
brief question-and-answer section.
Business students directed the their
questions on planning, organization
and problem solving. One general concern that students had was bow to
excel when a member of the group is
not particularly up to par. Because all
groups at some point in time are confronted \Vith this problem, positivity is
offered as a solution. If a member of a
group is lacking in any kind of way it
automatically becomes your responsibility to stand behind him, assist him
and encourage him to reach excellence. After all, you are only as great as
your weakest person. This methodology is importmt because it can be
applied to situations in school, at home
or in the office.
The Arianna Qumtet originated in
1992 and is composed of Kurt
Baldwin on celio, Mahoko Euguchi,
viola, John McGrosso, violin, and
Rebecca Rhee on violin. If you missed
'The Business of Making Music" and
you would like to see them perform,
they will be appearing at The Sheldon
Concert Hall & Balltoom located at
3648 Washington Boulevard in Saint
Louis, Mo, 63108 on March 19, 2001,
at 8:00 p.m.

CARNAH AN, from page 3
about that because that's what seems
to be on the people's minds."
Both Carnahan and Shear share
in the limelight as key women who
take action and work for the people.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill
opened the lecture Witll thoughts in

regards to the Sue Shear Institute for
Women in Public Life, saying that
Shear embodied the need for "fair
and caring public policy championed by women."
Also speaking at the event was
assistant to the Chancellor for Public

Affairs Betty Van Uum, and Director
of the Sue Shear Institute for Women
in Public Life Vivian Eveloff.
Of Sen. Carnahan, Eveloff said,
"She has transcended the boundary
from where she was to where she is
with grace and ease."

No puchase necessary while supplies last.
Participating sponsors are ineligible.
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Open in theatres Friday, March 23rd

"SPRING" INTO SAVINGS AT

LUCAS HUNT
VILLAGE
Special Student Discount for a limited time only

• Free Heat and Water
• Privacy Entry Gate
• Pool
• Tennis Courts
• Ceiling fans
• Bi-State Bus Stop
• Laundry Facilities
• Garages and Carports
• 24-hr. emergency service
• On-site laundry facilities

CALL TODAY, AND PLANT
YOURSELF AT THE VILLAGE

381 ·0 550
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T H E BLANC H E TOUHILL YEARS
4 New Outreach Centers

•

16 New Facilitjes
27 New Academic Programs
28 New Endowed Professorships
140 New Acres of Property
23,000 New Graduates

M ARC H
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KNEW THAT YOU WOULD BE GOOD.

WE JUST NEVER REALIZED HOW GOOD.
We have marveled at your ability over the past
decade to make the University of Missouri ..
St. Louis the center of public education in
this region.
Your focus on student needs and partnerships
has led to new academic programs, new
endowed professorships, new buildings and ·
new educational centers in St. Charles,
Jefferson, Franklin and St. Francois counties.
You have expanded our opportunities and you
have inspired us.
Millennium Student Center

We delighted in you·r recognitio,n as the St. Louis
Citizen of the Year in 1997. It reflected well on
you. It reflected well on us.
Thank you for ten wonderful years of vision
and leadership as chancellor of the University
of Missouri .. St. Louis.

/

f

/

Sincerely,
Your friends in the Alumni Association
of the University of Missouri .. St. Louis

March 19, 2001
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Robbing drug dealers
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Professors study thieves' new trend
BY L A UKA BROWN
V )<!c'j (/ (

t

In Tbe C;urrellt

De crca~ ing cri me in 51. Louis
may be an illusion, accoruing to
Bruce JtiC( b', author of the recently publi shed book " Robbin g Dru g
Dealers: Violence Beyond the
La w."
Jucobs is an ;)ssoc iate professor
crimin\llogy and criminal justi ce and Public Po licy Research
Center fel lo w at the University of
Mis souri-51. Louis.
Jac obs. along with Richard
'vVright. pl'llfessor of ni mi nology
and crim inal justice, and Volkan
Topalli. a pos t-doctora l fell ow o f
crimino logy and crim inal justice at
the time of the research. forme d
the team which studied a grmvi ng
occ upati un ;1mong criminals: robbing drug dealers.
In th :i r '-":'<::3r.:h they interviewed only active offe nders from
th e streets of St. Loui s. An active
offe nd er. according to the study,
v.·as smnCllne who has robbed '.1
drug dea ler at least once in the past
three I";onths and at least three
lime:; in the past year. They all
mnged tn age from 18-46 years
old .

or

In many Wdy~. dt'ug dc:alers
make the perfect candidate for
criminal s to rob . Jacobs soid. Drug
dealers do businc~ s with cash on ly
and haye large amounts of it. They
al so cany drugs with them and arc:
hi ghl y visible to the profess ional
croo k. Since drug dealers are
offe nd ers of the law themselves.
they will not call the police and do
not have access to official means
of filing a complaint, according to
Jacobs. Finally, the study fo und
that most dealers are nO! ;mned
due to aggressive polic ing, ma king
til e rISk of bei ng c~\Ught with a gu n
too great. Most dealers are more
afraid of being arreste d than
robbed .
Jacobs. Wright and Topal l i al so
asked the criminals why they rob.
The y found that in some cases the
robberies are unpl an ncd . They
occur just because paths cross . The
crooKs need litt le motivatio n.
"These guys arc always ready
to rob." said Jacobs.
I n other ca 'es the robberie' act
as ;1 form of retaliati on. Ac ording
to Joe bs this is a way for them to
put drug deal ers who made it big
on the streets bac k in their place .
Thi s crime also deals as a sort or

ilddress the und erlying cultural and
soci al « Iotm].
structural forc es that fue l street
"They thin k of themselves as
offe nd ers. producing future gener,,1[\ of Robi n Hood ch aracters
ations of unstoppable criminals.
do in l! a ~ n -j..:e for the police."
There may be some thing posisaid Jacob '.
tive to corne from this research.
The resean;h also found that
'''Normal' people in socie ty
rob bers steal from the dealers to
might actually be safer in an ironic
right :l b ~d traiJsa. tion in the past.
\va)'," said Jacobs.
correc t a per;o.o n:l! wro ng or even
ff thieves are busy robbing drug
for being talked dow n to on the
dealers on the streets, then the rest
stree ts.
Police in St. Loui s are showing
of the population in St. Loui s can
relax, thinking they are less li kely
little concern fo r de alers that are
to be held up themselves. Jacobs
being r bbed, Jaco bs said. figuring
that the robbers and drug dealers
said th at these robbers are making
big money and don' t want to waste
wiil elimin ate t hem~e l \'es.
their tim e on sma ll-time jobs .
A fe w of th e criminals interviewed did ad mit that drug robThere is also the rising use of debit
be ry \\'as nlll ;1 li fe -l ong occ upacards and credit cards. Cash is
li on. On [he other hand, most
being repl aced by plastic, offering
insisted they wou ld continue coma robber less payoff in a hold-up.
mitting these cri mes indefinitely,
Jacobs , Wright and Topalli
until they die.
researched this topic for 18
Po li ' )' makers will have diffimonths. The team also published
cu i lie . de \! J uping effective strate - an arti c le called '"Managing
gies for deal ing with such proRetaliation ; Drug Robbery and
f ssc u crim in als . This researc h Informal Sanction Threats" in the
team bel ieve. that what po li cy Journal of Criminology based on
their research. Jacobs has becn at
makers are really up against is a
lifes tyl e. T he /itestylc o nsists of
UMSL since 1994. He is waiting
10 self-co ntroL ,desperation and - for approval of a grant to continue
c ultu ral Impera ti \ e . Ul timat e ly. research on this topic . Wlight also
accord ing to J<1cobs. society must
assisted Jacobs in the writing of
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A Summ er Can Make
There's just nothing better than getting
to that point in your life where your

hard work pays off, and you finally
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have the job you were meant to have.
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Sign up now for summer classes at
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tiustration of dealing with the UM
had sent thi s information along with a
System preside!)t and central adminisletter to the St. Loui s Pos t-Dispatch in
trati on on budgcl issues and new prohopes it would be run as an op--ed
gram iss ues .
pIece.
"President Pacheco was not very
In other business:
sympathetic and he correctly poin ted
• Barton said at the next meeting of
out that he 'd agreed .to support a prothe University Assembly arid Faculty
posal for a joint doctoral degree
Senate, the Assembly would meet first
in ... urban affairs," Barton said. "He
to encourage better attendance. On
noted that the program is languishing
previous dates, the reverse had been
here and he's a bit conce rned that we
done.
complain about a lack of programs,
• In her report to the Senate, Touhill
but don't establish them when he le ts
said a Srrategic Plan is being develus do that."
oped for the campus and it will probaOne senator said he ' objected to
bly be presented to the Board of
Pacheco's comment.
Curaors in the fall.
"Did you call to [Pacheco 's] atten• Joe Martinich, representative to
the IFC, said the IFC discussed state
tion how disingenuous it was to deny
fundin g. Their conclusion was that jt
the requests for programs that - we
will be difticult to get a 4 percent
want, that are needed, that would be
salary increase since the state won't be
high-quality with our refusal to take a
program that is not needed, not wantincreasing funding.
ed, and not funded?" he asked .
• Touhill said the Budget and
"Not in so many words," Barton Planning Committee had suggested a
responded, eliciting hearty laughter ' smaller 3 percent salary increase to
Pacheco, but that he was firm it had to
from those present.
be 4 percent.
Barton then displayed data he
• The Senate voted to approve a
assembled with the help of two other
proposed calendar for 2002-2003. The
colleagues that depicts UMSL's budacademic year wo uld begin on a
getary plight. The data com pared difWednesday. Also, UMSL will have six
ferent public uni versities in Missouri.
In each set of data he presented, different summer sessions in 2003,
which should allow campus departUMSL was clearly near the bottom in
terms of fu nding, while being near the
ments more flex ibility in course offer- '"
mgs.
top in the number of degrees, credit
hours, and students. Barton said he

WORK, from page 1
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it their front door to their University,
and make it consistent with their
'grand scale' University plan :' said
Hil1ner.
HiBner said that MoDOT and the
University agreed to a deal where
MoDOT got the land in exchange for
making visually appealing improvement, around the interchange.
"111ere are a lot of architectural
enhancements to the btidge. including
the [interchange] . There 's a lot oflandscaping enhancemen ts to Florissant
Road," said Hillner.
Hillner said that federal money is
used to pay for the 1-70 project" with
state matchin g funds. However.
Hillner also said that the m~Ol'ity l',l
the money is federal funds.
Hillner likened the final projec t to
the similar projecb done in Boone's
Crossing and at the Highway J4J und
J00 intersection.

"111ere will be stonework on the
bridge. There will be decorati ve lighting. There will be decorative walkways. There will be lots of trees and
lots of landscapings that will make [the
entrance] look much more attractive,"
said Hillner.
"[The construction] will be compatible with campus architecture and
present a regional statement that identifies the campus location. And it's
going to look nice," said Darandari.
Hillner said that the "land-swap'
deal waS a unique agreement for
MoDOT. MoDOT and UMSL have a
vcry good working relationship, he
said, especially on the tight schedule
MoDOT was under. Hillner said the
project should tum out terrific when
finished .
"I think both MoDOT and [UMSLj
will have something the community
can be proud of," said Hillner.

UM - St. Louis and get to that point
sooner. Concentrated four- and eightweek summer classes Vvill give you the
credits you need, and still leave you
with summertime to spare.
Sessions begin May 21,
June 18, and July 16.

A SMART INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE.
(314) 516-UMSL
:::;:::::::,::::::::~ www.umsl.edu

·COR .R ECTIONS
The writer of the men's tennis story in issue 1015 was
misidentified. The story was written by Tom Weathersby.
A story in issue 1015 about the charter school lawsuit
incorrectly explained the law regarding not-far-profit
organizations that use for-profit management companies. The story should have read "According to Beyah, a
not-for-profit organization that enters into an agreement with a for-profit entity must not give up too much
control over the management decisions. "
We regret any confusion these errors may have
caused. .

UNIVERSITY OF MO-ST. LOUIS 21ST ANNUAL
AWARENESS WEEK APRIL 2-6,2001
April 2
Monday

• Movie Marathon -' Free with Refreshments
"Autumn in New York"
"Meet the Pare nts"
"Bone Collector"

MSC Tele #1

April 3
Tuesday

• Movie Marathon - Free with Refreshments
"(vleet the Paren ts"
"Bone Collector"
"Autumn in New York"
"Silver Bullet"

MSC Tele #1

• Di sabihty Awareness D ay
di sABILITY SIMULATIONS
• "SHOOT FROM THE HIP CONTEST"

MSC Lobby
9:00 - 12:00 p.m .
12:15 p.m.

• Mo vie Marathon - Free with Refreshments
"Bone Collector"
"Meet the Pare nts"
"S ilve r Bullet"

MSC Tele #1

• Meritorious Service Awards Ceremony

Century Room
12:15p.m.
MSC Tele #1

April 4
Wednesday

AprilS
Thursday

• Movi e Marathon - Free with Refreshments
"Meet the Parents"
" Bone Collector"
" Autumn in New York"
"Sil ver Bullet"

Women's Center

Sponsored by
STUDENTS WITH disABILITIES ASSOCIATION
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
11w Current
DISABILITY ACCESS SERVICES

•

. 11-.£ Current
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Bradley U. holds student
elections over internet
BV CHRISTINE BVERS
.. ..
....... ." ., .... .. . ..

The Bradley Scout

(U-WIRE) PEORIA, 111.Bradley University students will cast
their ballots with the click of a button
in this year's all-school officer elections April 9 and 10.
"Online voting is the best thing
. since sliced bread for this campus,"
said senior Amber Lyons, an ofTcampus senator. "Now you can sit in
your underwear and vote."
Fellow senators agreed that
Internet ballots will make voting
much simpler for students,
"I think this is a step in the right
direction for the elections of the allschool officers because it is an easier
way for Bradley students to vote,"
if said Todd Mason, who chairs the
election committee.
Online voting will make the
process more accessible to students,
Mason said, Instead of hunting for a
designated polling place , students
only will have to find a computer.
The. website address was not
available as of Thursday, but the
opening page of the website will contain pictures and biographies of all

the candidates.
The site will allow students to
click on the names of the candidates
for whom they want to vote.
Students will be required to submit their student identification numbers along with the last six digits of
their social security numbers before
they cast their votes.
Students will · be logged off the
site automatically if a repeat of their
identification number or social security number is detected.
This makes the site secure, Mason
said.
"Other Illinois schools have
online voting, and they are successful," Mason said.
The site will be open at about 8
a.m. April 9. The closing time has
not heen determined.
Mason said he is expecting a bigger turnout in this year's elections
because students studying abroad or
who can ' t make it to the voting
places for other reasons can participate.
"It's all about convenience this
year, and this is more convenient
than abiding by strict hours," Mason
said.

Cancun cracks
down on partying
..

BV ANDREA DENHAM

······ .. ·' · ··· ih~-jj;:~·;;;·~~(i6~~k·- · ···· - ········
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK,

Md.- Students headed to Cancun,
Mexico for spring break may be in
for a big surprise when they find out
the eity is not as happy to see them.
Although tourism is the primary economic source of Cancun, officials at
the sprin~ break: haven have new
-,
mpan n.mken
and indecent behavior.
The city sees more than 2 million
visitors per year. according to its ofticial Web site, about 100,000 of them
. in the six weeks of the spring break
season alone. The city features more
than 23,000 hotel rooms between the
.
mainland and the resort island. A
variety of travel agencies offer student spring break packages for travel
to Caneun. According to one such
agency, the Baltimore-based Student
Travel Services, it is sending about
9,000 studenL<;'to Cancun in a si ngle
weekend.
The Office of Tourism in Cancun
isirnplementing a campaign to help
minimize the rowdy celebrations, As
students land at the airporr in Cancun ,
they are asked to sign a code of conduct, said a representative from
Cancun's Ocean Club hotel. These
rules include: No public sex or nudity, no drinking or urinating in the
4l'
street, no free rides on public transportation and no rudeness or disruptions of public order.
In addition to_a passpoI1 or other
identification, visitors must also carry
a Mex ican Tourist Pemlit, issued free
of charge after proof of citizem;hip
upon cuTival. This permit must be
presented upon departure, and if lost,
visitors must obtain a copy or permis:;ion to leave the country from the
Immigration office.
Also, hotels. discos and bars are
putting up posters and placards asking students to "Be cool while in
Cancun," reminding them to follow
• the rules of the city and not [0 party
too much. The Ocean Club. which

~

charges visitors a typical $50 damage
deposit per person, is one of many
hotels to implement a fee to cover the
cost of potential property damage.
Cancun bars must also now stop
serving alcohol at 4 a.lll. and shut
down by 5 a.m., according to an
employee at the Ocean Club. Spring
break celebrations at bars in Cancun
have sometimes lasted until 8 a.m_ in
previous years.
Some tlniversityof Mmyl-nncl students headed to Cancun this year for
spring break are angered by the
changes.
"They are not being fair to those
students who want to go down to
Cancun and have a good, clean time ,"
said Doug Parker, a sophomore letters and sciences major.
Other students doubt Mexican
officials will be able to enforce the
ne\v restrictions. Aubryn Thompson,
a freshman letters and sciences
major, has been to Cancun on previous spring breaks and knows firsthand the kind of celebration that goes
on there.
'There is no way (Mexican
police) can control a bunch of crazy,
screaming college kids," she said.
But some students said the new
restrictions will improve Cancun's
reputation.
"They are just trying to make
Cancun sound safe," said Ralph
Sobolione, a senior finance major.
another veteran Cancun springbreaker. ·'So they can attract families
... and clean up Cancun's image."
However, other campus students
said Cancun should remain a springbreak haven as long as students are
willing to pay for the trip.
"College students are· paying all
this money to get away. They should
be able to have a good time," said
Allison Samson, a freshman letters
and sciences major who will be heading to Cancun Sunday. "As long as no
one is getting hurt, (parrying) should
be OK.'·
Diamondback 5tafT writer Heather
Lloyd cOlltributed to this report.

ake the practice GRE!
\
t

For all Arts & Sciences Majors
Cost: S10
Date: April 7, 2001
Time: 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Location: Benton 119

To register for the practice GRE please visit one of our
tables in the Millennium Student Center or SSB or

contact us by email at psichi@admiral.urnsl.edu

."

The Graduate Records Exam must be t:tken Lw am'one inArrs &: .
Sciences who is interested in obtaining a graclu~ie degree. The scores
from this rest along with other factors are used to determine ),ou r admit. tance to a graduate program in your field of study. This Practice GRE will
give you an idea of what rhe test is like and how well you can score on it.

Passions over race ign-te at
author's speech at UC- erkeley
BY STEVEN SEXTON

.. .... .. " ......., .... ..... " .,
Dai/l' Californian

(U-WIRE)

BERKELEY,

Calif.- A fO[l!m featuring conservative writer David Horowitz ended
abI1lptly Thursday night when debate
between the author and audience
members at the University of
California-Berkeley escalated and
the microphones were suddenly shut
off.
TIle question-and-answer sess ion
had just begun, when Horowitz and
another man began yelling at each
other. Ben Carrasco, the elllcee of the
event and editor of the California
Patriot, a conservative publication,
pulled the plug on both microphones
after the crowd became raucous.
yelling and cheering on both sides of
the aisle.
Horowitz was quickly ushered out
of the building by hi s body guards,
who tlanked him the entire time.
The crow·d booed as Carrasco and
other members of the Patriot and
Berkeley College Republicans tried
to figure out what to do next.
"It was getting out of hand, and
they told me to pull the plug,"
Canasco said. ··Obviously from a PR
standpoint, that wasn·t the right thing
to do. I wasn't expecting Horowitz to
. leave like that'·
People began filing o ut of the
Valley Life Sciences Building and
the fOI1lm ended early.
··It went fine until the end there .. ·
said Robh McFadden, chair of the
Berkeley Co llege Republicans. '·It
shows there is the. desire from both

sides to start to talk."
TIle forum began with Horowitz
addressing the "tirestorm of controversy" that has bombarded college
campuses
smce The
Daily
Californian published his advertise"Ten
Reasons
Why
ment.
Reparations for Slavery is a Bad
Idea-and Racist Too," on Feb. 28,
followed by a front-page apology the
next day.
Several other college papers,
including the University of Cali fomi a
at Davis Aggie and the University of
Wisconsin Badger Herald also ran
the advertisement, but many more
rejected it. The Aggie also apologized
for running it, while the Herald
denounced the apologies as stifling
free speech.
"Apparently on this campu s,
some ideas are too dangerous for the
campus community to hear,"
Horowitz said. calling the political
atmosphere
one
of
"racial
McCarthyism" "If you can't Have a
rational discussion on college campuses, where do you think you can')"
Horowitz, a UC-Berkeley aluIllnus, called on students to demonstrate that free speech is still ali ve and
. well in Berkeley.
Since his years as a student, when
he was an active member of the liberal community. editor of the liberal
Rampart magazine and a member of
the Black Panthers, HorOlvitz has
become a vocal conservative and
bestselling author.
'·In my view, what the left is about
is a species of civil war," Horowitz
said.

He said thel-e is an "intellectual
tenor" on campus that prevents conservative views rrom being heard.
Conservati ve organi zation s on
campus began planning to bring
Horowitz to Berkeley a year ago to
"inspire conservative thought.·' The
effort was revived last month when
controversy over the adveI1isement
eI1lpted.
TIle event. which drew more than
300 people, was touted as a celebration of free speech.
As the crowds filed into the auditorium at 8 p.m., they had to pass
through metal detectors and police
inspecti ons. TIle organizers consulted
UC police before the eve nt and
dev ised a comprehensive security
plan to prevent any violence.
Kelly TIlOI1l as , a member of the
Patriot's editorial board, said event
organizers had initially hoped to
sponsor a debate between Horowitz
and a liberal memher of the campus
comlllunity. She said the Cal
Democrats. the American Civil
Liberties Union, and several professors denied their request.
"A university is for the free
exchange of ideas." Thomas said. ·'1
don't agree with everything
Horowitz has to say, but 1 agree he
should be able to say it."
Dipti Barot, who was among the
few who were able to ask Horowitz a
question before he left, said she
regretted thut she had not agreed to
debate him. saying he is making free
speec h ·'his bandwagon." She said
she was frustrated he did not address
the adveI1 isement more thoroughly.

"What is his purpose for bringing
this all UpT she asked. "It's not as if
there is a reparations wave sweeping
the countly. He 's just using this as a
vehicle for hate."
Barot said she was frustrated that
the organizers had not stmctured the
guestion-and-answer session berter.
There should have been limits placed
on the time each member of the audience had to ask a question, she said.
John Cummins, the assistant
chancellor, attended the event and
said it exemplified the problematic
state of free speech on campus.
"The event, in a sense, symbolized the argument that [Horowitz]
was putting forward about the 'PC'
nature of Berkeley and the difficulty
of free speech on this campus," he
said. -'I completely disagree with his
argument. and the event itself illustrated that our students do not need
someone like David Horowitz to tell
them to speak freely-they do it all the
time."
Protesters gathered outside the
building, both in favor of the forum
and against it.
Members or organtzations,
including the Sparracus League,
spoke out against the fomm. Thirty
protesters, holding signs. calling for
"Black liberation through socialist
revolution ," chanted that Horowitz is
.'a racist ideologue."
"We are not here to stop him from
speaking," said Amy Rath, a member
of the league. "We are here to expose
his politics."
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'Roaring Twenties' gave way to economic disaster
were actually planted during the 50irst of alJ, Jet me assert
my frrm belief that the
called "Roaring Twenties." Many
only thing we have to
people believe that the 1920s were a
fear is fear itself."
prosperous decade.
These words came
This is not entirely
from the first inauguraccurate.
al address of President
Granted, heavy
Franklin
Delano
industry
became
Roosevelt on March
much more efficient
4,1933. Though blief,
through technologithey went a long way
cal advances and
toward restoring conlabor productivity
skyro cketed .
fidence in American
institutions during one
However, there were
TIM T HOMPSON
of the darkest times in . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ..
many
negative sighistory columnist
our nation's history.
nals that seemed to
Nearly seven decades ago, the
foretell disaster.
United States found itself embroiled
For instance, real working wages
simply did not keep pace with output.
in the greatest economic catastrophe
In fact, during the last half of the '20s,
ever imagined. It would come to be
known as the Great Depression, and it
productivity increased a whopping 32
signified the worst national crisis
percent, but wages rose just 8 percent.
since the Civil War.
This incredible jump in productivThe seeds of the Great Depression
ity led to-and sometimes encour"

F

aged--colossal overproduction in
many sectors of the U.S. economy.
Tl1is was especially true of the agricultural industry.
Farmers expanded at a breakneck
pace during World War I, borrowing
huge amounts of money to buy
expensive state-of-the-art e(juipment.
They were attempting to meet the
massive demand for crops from
Europe. However, soon after the war
had concluded, this demand plummeteD. Then, adding insult to injury,
market prices in the United States
declined rapidly, leaving numerous
farmers with considerable debts and
no way to repay the debts they bad
incurred. This is just scratching the
surface, though. There were many
other weaknesses in the U.S. economy which signaled catastrophe on the
horizon.
The most important of these dealt
with the massive unequal distribution

KICK-OFF RALLY
Monday, April 2 12: 15pm to 1pm
The Nosh

t h e day of silence project
Wednesday, April 4 Bam to 5pm
Join us in this National Day of Silence.
Our silence echoes the voices of those
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people
whose lives have been silenced
by oppression and prejudice.

Hate affects all of us.
How can you end the silence?

REFLECTIONS:
First Words After Silence
Wednesday, April 4 5pm to 7pm
Millennium Center, Rm. 384
Refreshments provided

For more information, please contact:
LaShonda Harvey @ 314.616.3981 or lashonda75@hotmail.com or
Matthew O'Brien @ 636.230.7483 or obmat@yahoo.com.

of income and wealth. For instance,
by the end of the 1920s, the top 5 percent of American fanlllies controlled
nearly 1/3 of our nation's wealth.
Moreover, 8 out of every 10
American families did not have savings of any kind. This amounted to a
staggering 22 million households
without any money in reserve.
As the 1920s wore on, there was
more disturbing news. By 1927, new
housing sales began to decline
sharply. Hot on the heels of thls
decline was a substantial dwp in automotive sales. These were unmistakable signs that the U.S. economy was
in significant trouble.
An these indicators began to take a
heavy toll on busine·ss and consumer
confidence as the 19205 drew to a
close.
This uncertainty was vividly displayed in the U.S. stockmarket as
we]]. Throughout the summer of

1929, stock plices began a downward
spiraL Then, on Monday, Oct. 28,
1929, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average lost more than 13 percent of
its value. It was an unprecedented
economic event. People held their
breath. Many contemplated whether
or not the market could bounce back.
They would not have to wait long for
their answer. For, it would come the
very next day.
"Black Tuesday," as it was called,
saw the United States stockmarket
lose half its value.
Tins was just the beginning, however. By mid-November, $30 billion
of wealth had been wiped out of the
market. American confidence was no
longer shaken. It was shattered.
Manufacturers pan.icked. They
decreased production rapidly, and
began laying off thousands of workers. Consumers panicked as well.
They reduced their spending dramati-

ca]]y. This, in turn, caused yet another wave of production cuts and even
more layoffs. People burned to the
bank to withdraw their money, causing many financial institutions to fail,
leading to widespread ' misery and
despair. The United States economy
had passed the point of no return . For
many, the awful hardships would not
end until United States' entry into
WWII.
The Great Depression of the 1930s
was an llilprecedented economic disaster in U.S. history. It shook
American confidence in democracy,
and presented government officials
with cbalJenges they never dreamed
of facing, and forced them to make
decisions they never thought they
would have to make.
For those who scraped and clawed
their way through it, the Great
Depression was a time they would
never forget.

WANTED
Individuals for golf course beve
beverage, and gol
Candidates should be neat in a
communication skill.
Individuals will n~d to beanle to w.ork in a high
volume environment.
BENEfITS:
Competitive salary, free golfing pr'ivileges.
Food and beverage staff have ability to earn tips.

AlJPLY AT:
Forest Park Golf Course, 5591 Grand Dr., St. Louis, MO 63112
c/o Jason Newton
Accepting applications in person and a1 the Pro Shop.

Co-sponsors: FMLA, OUT! Student Activities, Universit Program Board and the Women's Center

J

•
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. . . . n erprlse
rent-a-car
N a tional Reserv ation Center
St. Louis, MO

l oo kin g for a su mm er interns hip?

•

rIll,....

The National Reservation Center of Enterprise Rent-A-Car is a St. Louis based
company that handles all of the 1-800 business for Enterprise in the United States
and Canada. If you are looking to apply your customer service skills while obtaining
valuable work experience, then don't miss this great opportunity to get started with
Enterprise Rent-A-Car as a

Customer Service Representative.

Commencement

Don't Wait - We have a limited number of positions available so make plans now for
a great summer work experience!! Call our Summer Campus Hotline at

Saturd ' ay

1-800-235-9166

May 19,2001

Questions? Stop by our Recruiting Booth at the Gateway to Careers Job Fair on
'. Thursday, March 291h !!

EOE/M/F/DN

7:00 p.m. • Savvis Center
-

No Tickets Req uired CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Purchase your cap and gown, order
announcements, class rings, etc. at
The Grad Fair, April 10, 11 &12
in the University Bookstore,
Millennium Student Center.

Look for detailed information in
. the mail at the end of March,
For furthel' inform,ation contact the Office of Special Events at

3 14- 516·54 42.

Come see what
have to offer.
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THE NERD TAULEW MARTY

U M ·St. Louis students, faculty and sta ff:
Classifieds are FREE!!

J HNS ,
0 ON

0 ",,[J' i !Tle

delgriffithOO@yanoo.com

0" ' " '' "'e b ' \<I\>IY; .«>=""",,,,{)rtLTIe e,} '11fc",i ooCl'irr-r

(314)
516·531 6

CLA SSI FI ED
RAT ES

Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 faT 4() words or less in straight le.e1 fonna: Bold and CAPS letters are free. All
classified, must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card. Dead/ilU! is Thursday at 3 p.m. pn'or 10 publication.

http://thecurrentonline.comads@thecurrentonline.com

UMSL Soldiers for Christ
The UMSL Gospel Choir is
recruiting new members. Must
be currently enrolled as an
UMSL student and preferably
have a Christian background.
For more information contact
President Shasta C. Ellis @
706-5082

On·campus work
The Current is always looking

Need Bookkeeper
Minimal time (8-10 hrs./mo.)
to reconcile and balance bank
statements - personal and
office. Work from home. Must
know Quicken and have Pc.
$10.00/hr. References please.
Call Patrick (314) 878-5992

•

•

•

..

'92 Crown Vic
silver LX, 85k miles, many
new parts, needs paint job,
$5,000 OBO. Call 516-6138

$650.00 WEEKLY
working from home
FT I PT, no exp. necessary,
business expansion requires
new help, will provide
training, great opportunities,
act fast, rush $3.001
self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Shelton 8;
Associates C. O. R. Brower
2811 Juniata St.
St. Louis, MO 63118

'94 Acura Integra LX.
Red with black interior, 3·
door, 5-speed, 87xxx miles.
Moon roof, excellent condition. $8,000. 516-6282.

iI

Engagement Ring
1/4 cnw Diamond
Engagement Ring $250 OBO.
Contact Luke at
my84impala@aol.com

;

I

I
i

Brother Word Processor:
Like-new 9" monitor, 3. 5"
disk drive. Features: address
book, word processing and
typewriter modes. $ 125
(618) 277-7818

j
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EGG DONORS NEEDED
You can make a difference
and help an infertile couple
'1' reach their dream of
)becoming parents. If you
~re between the ages of 21
) and 33, and have a good
. family health history, then
you may qualify. $2500
stipend. Call (800) 780-7437.
All ethnicities welcome.
Help a couple go from
infertility to family.

1992 Ford Tempo
silver, 2-door,
62,600 miles, automatic,
very clean, excellent
condition, $3,800.
Call 314-837-6145.

1 Tanning Bed
Local tanning salon closed.
Bed is only two years old and
all bulbs were replaced
recently. Works great.
Normally $2500, buyer pays
$1500. Free shipping.
If interested call
Karen @ (636) 456-7831

~
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: TODAY!!'
: FREE

Jim
Next year you better keep
your tongue out of my
green beer.
Joe

Happy Birthday Miranda,
You make me so very happy
and I look forward to
spending the rest of my life
with you. Hope your birthday
is a good one.

Buy one game at
I.
12249 Natural Bridge
.I
regular price,
Bridgeton, MO 63044
I
I
and get one free!
314-291-3215
I
Expires 12/31/2001
I
www.carrolltonbowl.com
L _ _ _ _ _ __ __ ________ _ _ .J

Why do people in
education and research
choose TIAA-CREF?

Because they're educated
and they do their research.
Year in and year out, employees at education artd
research institutiol1s have turned to TLAA-CREE
And for good rea50f1S:

1
I
~

THE TIAAwCREF
ADVAJ~TAGE

• Easy diver,ification among a range of expertly
managed funds

Investment Expertise

• A solid history of performance and exceptional

• A strong commitment to low expenses

'90 Mercury Grand
Part Time Love to Party?
Hot new marketing company
.:.
loaded, a
seeks high energy, motivated
lot of new parts, excellent
individuals with strong people
i condition throughout, 99,xxx
skills for challenge. Will train. ~ miles. $3,460. Call 516-6138
Contact Jamie @
i
314-994-1642, 1099.

J

~~~~~~--~~~~--~--~I

personal service

1992 Ford F·150 XLT
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans., 2 wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional
fuel tank, AIC, Cruise
Control, AM/FM Cassette
Stereo, Running
Boards. $9,500.
Call Shauna (314) 324-7137

£
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Su m mer
Lea g ues
NOW
FO RMI NG
Sign up

Are you gay or lesbian
or just questioning,
and need to talk?
Contact OUT
314·516-5013
or Matthew at
636-230-7483

Ii

•.

1.,~ Red/Whit~:l~~

•

Attention Professors!
Three-bedroom spacious
house, large living room &
family room, fireplaces both
upstairs & downstairs. Onecar garage. On UMSL's bus
line. Within walking distance.
$900.00/mo. Call Craig at
31 4-495-878£

'81 Ford F150 Pickup
Blue, 160k miles, 21 k on
rebuilt engine and major
mechanical overhaul of truck,
has some rust, needs paint
job, $1,400 OBO.
Call 516-6138

Fun Job On Campus
We are looking for dedicated
_ and. enthusiastic UMSL
students. You will: gain
leadership skills • plan,
publicize, and present
campus events' assist
students in the Career
Resource Center' work 10-20
hours a week. Horizons Peer
Educators 516-5730
427 SSB
horizons@umsl.edu

Internet Marketing
Assistant
Our company is hiring three
internet marketers to promote our family of websites.
Candidates must have an
excellent understanding of
the internet and feel
comfortable in business
situations. This is a
work-at-home position. If
interested, please contact
David Garthe at
david@connectme.com

'92 GEO STORM GSI
4-Cyl. 1. 6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AlC, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb, alloy wheels, rear
spoiler, white exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. Clean interior.
New tires. Ask for $2500/best
offer (314) 426-5963. Hurry
up, don't miss this great deal.

for eager students to help
make this award-winning
paper more and more successful. Hours are VERY
flexible. Most positions are
paid. And it's a great way to
build up your resume. If
interested contact Anne at
516-6810 or stop by The
Current any Monday at 2 p.m.

Make Money While
Building Your Resume
International marketing company expanding in your area!
Earn phenomenal income
around your schedule! Market
2-way pagers, wireless
phones, etc. Make $$$ every
time someone uses them! No
inventory, deliveries or collections. Call (800) 530-8739

•

'89 Cavalier
Black with gray interior.
AM/FM Cassette, air cond,
cruise, fold-down back seat,
front-wheel drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytiC converter,
muffler, fuel filter, EGR
valve. Maintenance records.
Perfect for college or high
school student. Leave
message at
(217) 496-2482

Local Branch of
International Firm
needs part-time positions
filled. $12.50 Base-appt.
Customer Svc Retail Sales.
Flex-time scheduling, 10-35
Hours per week available.
100 Corporate Scholarships.
All majors may apply.
Call 822-0009.
www.workforstudents.com

• Plus, a full range of flextble retirement ·income options
for decades, ILM-CREf has helped professors and staff
at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest fo(and en1oy-sucC2Ssful retirements,

Low Expenses

!-~---------IW:

Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.

Go w;th the leader: TIAI\-CP.EF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref.org

for me,;, compiete inforrnJtlon Or> our S2CunlilC> products, ca!ll.800.842.2733, eX1. 5509. rer P'OSj..'f'Clu5eS. Read them (",('fu,:y b"rOrfO yc-u

im'est.• TIAA·(REf Indivdual aml Instituliooai Services, Inc. and leachers P~fSona, In'Jestors 5er~ce" inc {l'stribute ~cJcities prodJL6.
• Teachers hsurante and Anf1!}lty .tt»ociaticn (TIAAt Ne\,v York, NY ond TLAA-CR.-EF Vfe !(1~:l)ran(e Co" N~w V{..1r~~ NY ~SStfe jr:'jv ri:i~(e and
armuil ies. · 'iAA·CREF 1,'ust (ompa"y, FSB provides ,rust SH,;icE:S.' rnyestm~nt products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. @ 2001 Teachers Inswance and A~l1llity Associaticr; - coiiege lle:irement EOI;'ues Fund , New York, NY Cl!O2
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